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CHAPTEH I
1

Il'~ IRODUCTION

Many problems in social relations have arisen from, or
have been intensified by, the change in the United States
from a aociety rJhich rJas primari.ly rural in orientation and
patrl.archal in family organization to a complex,

urban~

mass

soclety with its new pressures, neH demands, ne\.J rolE1s and
new role concepts,.

'I' he

family as an institution has been

tmder particular pressu:r•e 1 and we have seen an increasing
change in frur..lly structux'e and fu.nct:!.on in ·response to
continuing changes in other institutions and ideaso
One concept which has bf:Jcome

incl'~;asingly

pervasive

-over the past generation is that marriage should, as a major
function, provide means of personal satisfactions of husband
and wife, as opposed to the traditional view that the welfare
of the family per se should supersede that of any of its
individual members.
Paradoxically, as the deslre for personal fulfillment

in marriage has grown, the possibilities for conflict between
husband and wife have also increased.

Many

of those \-Jho

cons1.der personal fulfillment a major function of rnarriage ·do
not flnd the satisfactions for which they seek, and t}1ese
indiv:tduals are among those "lt1ho contribute substRntially to
the number of marriage break-ups today.

1'lhen confllct;s

1

2

arise, the other partner to the marriage is held at fault,
rather than the nature of the relationship itself.

/

break-ups, but by the high percentage of divorces who remarry,
many of them more than once, stlll seeking for the perfect

effect on

the~

The increasingly high divorce rate and its
institution of marriage is a source of concern

to many social scientists today although, as I\irkpatrick
remarks, married persons in general today may be actually
happier than those of former generations because many very
unhappy marx• iages arE:l no1v ended by divorce.

Also, frequently

divorce takes place not because the marriage is an extremely
unhappy one, bu. t merely because it is "not quite happy .
enough."

1

It should be str•essed that·ma.ny complex factors
interact to contribute to the support or t? the reshaping of
any social institution.

How;;,ver, lt is fitting to abstract

any of these factors for purposes of study -- to learn more

about the

fa~tor

itself, and thus perhaps to shed some light

upon the part it plays in the total process of change.
It has long been considered that one of the main
sources of friction in modern marriages is the different
1

Clifford Klrkpatl'ick, r.I'h~ .fat!!~l:i §:§. fE_9~.!s s P.:-D.S
Institution (Ne~l York: 'rhe Ronald Press Compa.ny, 1955),
p

:·-~·2o-:------

j~

This

philosophy is illustrated not only by the numbers of marital

relationship.

,·

'
"-

3
concepts o f

l'O 1 e

h e 1 cl by husband and

vJ i

fe

o

2

This problem :ts

especially significant in our times because of the change in
generally held concepts of role in the United States from
the sharply cliffer>entiated, tradl tional husband-wife types
to a more equalitarian, less dlchotomous concept.

Whereas

modern, equrJ.li tax•ian roles are often considered more

"'a

propos

to modern life, studies have shown that it is differing views
of the types of roles properly held by husband and wife
which c.at.1se conflict in marriage rather than a traditionalist
orientation per se.3
A f'ruJ.tful a.rea for study 1 then, vJould seem to be an

i.nquil'y in to role cone opts held by marriage partnel"S or by

potential marriage

partners~

It is thE; pux>pose of this study to explore the na.tu1•e
of the marrlage role expectations of' students who are

enrolled in a junior college course in marriage and the
fruaily ~

By means of

2
Q~!l..f!~r.Y.

t~ questionnaire~

students iJere assigned

~11.~ ~~~!£:fJ,£§.~ l"~~::r!lil.l in. t;h~ g.Qj;h
(Ca.mbridge: Harva.rd University Press, 1953), p. 176.

Joh.J1 Sir jamaki,

3Sa.1ly L. Kotlar, 11 lnstrumenta.l· and Expressi.ve 1'-tarital
.o].e s, n:_?_q.l..Q
s . ___1£&4. f:!-J..5::.'""'SQ.£.-~~
:t•J ;~Q§.§_§!._;r'c,g;, x··vr
R
J_, ~. (~
.January, 19''"'
b~, ,
186-1.9~.; H. f. Stucl~er.t., 11 f~ol.e l:)erception B.nd Narital
Satisfsct~on," H~.=Q":~§££ 9.1}~:! :fi'§!D1b1 !~'.tY..ill.S. XXV (November,
;J

1963) ,

L:.l.?-1~19.

•

ranks on a scale ranging from traditional to equalitarian
I

views of marriage

roles~

Sub-scale scores were obtained in

the areas of authority, homemaking,

ca.1~e

of children, personal

I

j,

I·
i---:

F

characteristics, social participation, education, and
employment and sup port.,

B;y:_ ~~~:1:?:~ .9.:f._J;.E!..?.£'.§9n . J2~.QS;lg.. Q.:\!.7."J!!QJ!l.~.~~ .

correlations it was determined whe.~.~~:r'
·--~

.

~l:J.O. t:~..l?.9_Y~ ..s cor~es-·-·1·Jere

. ··--·

independent of sex, social status, dominance, selfs.cceptance,
social:l.zation and flexib:l.li ty.
.... ·-·. .
~---~---·-"'

. .'

Although a great body of information, speculative,
theoretical, and empirical exists regarding the state of
me.rriage, comparatively little research has been done w:i.th
those who are about to enter marriageo

According to the

United States Bureau of the Census the average age of men in
. the United States who marry is 22.8 years.

Homen marry at thEl

average age of 20.,6 .. 4 Thus it can be seen that the junior
college population may be held to be on the threshold of
marriageo ·
Attitudes and behavior of all types, including those
affecting roles played by husband and i-Jife, and expectations
of the types of roles to be played by the spouse are of vltal
importance to the success or failure of any marriage.

Yet

it is a truism to social scientists that attitudes and

4§.!:.~~ i ~!iS:~-~ A~e_~:..'~~.§..g,1

of 1!1 ~ 1I,gJi9.5l S tate~" ( Washington,
D. c. United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, 1966), p. 63.

i
I

behavior of any kind do not spring full-blown in response to

Ir
I

!c

any situation, but are the product of the life experiences
which have served to shape the conwlex nature of each
individual.
One of the main purposes of college courses in
'
!

marriage and the family is to help students clarify t;hclr
thinking so that they may be enabled to assess more

i

cor1~ectJ.y

the factors involved in building a successful marriage -- if
possible before they are involved with a potential marriage
par·t.ner.

':Vhe findings of empirical

l~.esearch

should prove

helpful to both teachers and students of such courses in
gaining insight into sources of conflicto
Because of the limitations of time and space, only a
f~nv

aspects of maPriage role expectations have been

gated in this study.

investi~

Many other such studies would have to

be undertaken in order to produce an authoritative work, bu.t;
it ls in accmrm1ation of data such as this that the general
body of knowledge grows.
Therefore, it is the general purpose of this

st~1.dy

to

add to the body of empirical knowledge available to teachers

of junior colh:::ge cou.Pses in marriage and the family.,

11his

in tm•n might aid ln the org.e.nization and presentation of

such courses so that they may be made more meaningful and
more helpful to the students.

Courses based upon tht'l

reallties of life and dealing with contemporary attitudes and

6
problems, rather than with ideal images or out--dated concepts
of what students'

~ttitudes

should

b~might

prove to be of

bene.fit to many future marriages, and through these marrlages
to society as a wholeo
II~

DEFINI 'l'I ONS OF TERMS

and Cooley, roles have been consciously identified as
meaningful aspects of human behavior.

It has been frequm1.tly

charged, hoHever, that there are very nearly as many
definitions of role as there are soclologists.
f."~op

purposes of this study, .roJ...El is held to be

synonymous with Parsons' deflnition:

"A role·is then a

sector of the total orientation system of the individual
actor ¥1hich is organized about expectations in rela:l:;ion to a
particular interaction context, that is integrated 1.-1i th a
partl,cular set of value standards which go\rern interaction
with

on'~

or

mor(:~

alters in the appropriate complementary

roles. lt5
Marri.age roles, therefore, are those collections of
patterns of behavior and values which are viewed as appropriate for marriage partners-- i.e., husband and wife.

Each

individual, it can be seen, will hold two marriage roles to
co
' 1 !?.Y.~~.-~~!!1
S t
( Gl encoe: rrq.
1.a1 co"'.~-. t P arsons, rnh
l.
e £.2£~~~:...
J.!l0 F NH~
Press, 1951), p. 38.

5rn

7
be appropriate -- one for himself and one for his spouse.
Since tve are not dealing with married persons, that
is, persons who are already enacting these roles, the
questionnaire given measures the expectations of those
surveyed as to what behavior tvould be appropriate to husband
and vd..f'e in the areas described"

The subjects of the present

study are close to the age of._marri.a.ge and their marrlage
!'ole expectations ar•e pr•estunably the product of their life
experiences to this point; therefore it might be theorized
that actual behavior in marriage, even though differing
somewhat from expected behavior, should fol.lol·J a course
generally consi.stent with the expressed
To summarize:

~£.!~~

vie~.Js

of the subjects.

£.9.1£ !gJ2.§.Ct~~ti9lli?. are

expectations regarding patterns of behavior and values which
are deemed by the subjects of the study to be appropriate
for themselves and their spouses after marriage.
Socia~ stat~~·

There are many measures of social

stat us, and many elaborately-tvorked out tables for computing
the social status of individuals.

W. Lloyd Warner, who is

one of the foremost authorities in this field 1 has outlined
a series of status characteristics and has devised methods
of determining social class.

His findings show that the

most accurate single status characteristic is that of

8

occupation.

6

In the interest; of brevity, therefore, this

characteristic was adopted as a means of ranking the study
population.
No attempt was made to assign subjects to a definite
social class.

1:hey were assigned a rank from one tc seven

according to the occupation of their

father~

using Warner's

statistical correlation the rankings were broken into a lower
and an upper group.

~:he

upper group was

compr~ised

of

ran kings one through four, and the lovJer•, those from five
through seven.

In Ol'der to t-est the hypothesis that marriage r•ole expectations al"e independent of certain "psychological
clusterings,

n

8

the above-named categories wer•e selected from

scores obta:l.ned on the

.Q~))._[Q.£.£:1§.. gc:QQ.1,Q.giq~al I~Y~.P...iQ.£Y..c.

For purposes of this study, Gough's definitions have
been accepted.

The measure of

domi£~~£

is intended to

· 6 \v·. Lloyd \·Jarner, et. al., Social
--·--- __Class
.. ,. ---- _.In
. _. . America

-.-..-~------.....a

(Chicago: Harpel:' and RoH, Publishers, Inc., Harpel' 1'orchbook,
1960).

..l.

!_!:?Lg • , P • · ll.t.O
8

He,rrlson W. Gough, PB;,lLt9.£.12.i.§.. P~..£g.ol9..fii2_~l I.IlY..E?.llto~.;t:,
Manual (Palo Alto: Consulting Psychologists Press, Inc.~
19~7f; P~ So

i
I

9
assess factors of leadership ability, dominance,
persistence, and social . ini tia ti ve. !3el:t;:~·.§:ec~.Rt.~WS~
To assess factors such as sense of personal worth,
self-acceptance and capacity for independent thinking
and action. So_s:~_?at;j.on ~- To indicate the degroee of
social maturity integrity, and recti tude 1-Jhich the
individual has attained.. · Fl_~]S.j. b?.:._11-.Y...Y. -·~ IJ.1 o indicate the
degrees of flexibility and ad~ptibility of a person's
thinking and soci.al behavior.,

known as the HarriB:ge !!:9J,_~ E.~..J?.££J!§ii;i.QQ JJlY.~QJ'Z;i as developed
by Marie S. Dunn will hereinafter be referred to as the MHE.

911.·
titled

The test developed by Harrison R. Gough which is

Ca!ifor~-~JS:. .E~y-~11;9].~gJ£§JJ.:

JXL'L<2.!.?-t2.£Y.. will hereinafter be

referred to as the CPf.
'I'ra.ditiol}..§l•
nation

g:~.q1_tio_Il~l

:B,or purposes of this study, the

des::l.g~

1-1hen applied to marriage roles or· marriage

role expectations shall be defined as an attitude or
attitudes stemming from the patriarchal view of mar•riage.
In this view, roles of husband and wife are distinct entities.
There is a form of behavior and thinking which ln any given
situation is proper to husband or to wife but not to both.
~..!_qya1_it.:.~..£i§.ne

For purposes of this stLtdy, marriage

roles or mar·riage role expectations are categorized as

,..;

10
equali ta1~ian tvhen they are based upon more or less
interchangeable concepts of the roles of husband and wife.
In contrast to the traditional role concept, which is rather
rigidly institutionalized, equalitarian roles are flexible,
and may differ from one family to another in response to
varying needs or goals.

Since the equalitarian concept is an

emergent _one, it is recognized as being unevenly developed.
An individual might have a gener•ally equalitarian role ori.en·o
tation and yet preserve traditional views in certain areas.
The total concept of a traditional or an equalitarian
role or:tentation tovJards marriage in this s.tudy is dependent
upon expectations in certain areas which are defined by Dunn

~E.P..1_gxment

and

~llfm_9.£.~·

The following definitions of these

·
. t"1ons. lO
ca t egor1es
are b ase d on Dunn ' s d escr1p

'l'ra~_iti.9P-.~1 .Q£_tent~~J_o':};

--

hLg~_banq!_

regarded as the head of the family.

'I'he husband is

He has authority over

how the income should be spent, and is the fi.nal authority
over the conduct of the children and over their treatment by
both parents.
10

Marie S. Dunn, 'l'eacher' s and Counselor's Hanual for
the Marr i aP: e H01 e Exn e c t aiTon--t n vent or:;-Tf51J.'rhami.""-F aniTfy____L Tfe"
-··- -·--···--·C·- ·---- ·---':X...-.,..-::1---- -··----··-:....<•
.
Publications, Inc., 19o3 •

11

her husband's lead, recognizes him as the head of the family,
and expects him. to make the major decisions.
~gua_!!_!.a~iag _Q£j.entatiq_!_1~

for

.1?..9.'0l·

Husband and vdfe

11hey have equal authority over the

make joint decisions.

who is present and/or the one most qualified to make the·
necessary decision.
Homel!.l.?.-~i!}_g.

1~'L~ional £:r...:!:,ynta~J.on

or heavy "men's work.
the house only in

11

-··· h_us'q_~ •. He does "outside"

He helps out vli th other work around

emergencies~

Doing

11

vJOm.an 1 s work 11 robs the

husband of status.
J.E..§.di ~i<?,_n8.l

.Q.~ie:t?-_!;atio~

-- wife.

Housework and

cooking are taken for granted as being the wife 1 s duty.

No

help is expected from the husband except in emergencieso
Eouali.ta.rian
---d..-.--------·

orientation --for _
both.
.....

responsibility of both husband and wife.
does it, or both do it together.

~~oever

has time

Doing "woman 1 s 1r1ork" has

no influence on the status of the husband.

Traditional
orientation
-----------.....·- ----..-------

Housevwrk is the

12
gu:J.des chlldren..

Although having final authority as a

disciplinarian, he l:elps out with actual child care only in
emergencieso
~·radi tions.l or_!_entati~qg ~·w ~J~fe.

She :ts considered
~:he

responsible for the care of the children.

11

main emphases

good 11 and obedient.
!9pali tar ian Qrie.!!_taii.QE.. fQ£, QQ.t{l..

Both partners are

seen as :r•esponsible fox• the children 1 s care.

There is also

an emphasis on social and emotional adjustment rather thr...n
on obedience and conformity per se ~

Companionship bet1veen

parents ar.td children is often stressed.
Personal yharacteri.sticso
~§.diJ?.l-_9.£8.1 .9.r:.i..£!:!.~_?-ti_Q.i_l

--

[t_~an.£1..

The character and

personal skills of "a gentleman" are emphasized.

'l'rai ts such

as hone·s ty, respectability, arnbi tion, and ability to earn a
good living are important.

The husband is seen as reli.gious,

faithful to his family, and capable of being the head of
the family.
'l1radi t_!9Jl.~~ .2£J.e~_g.J1i.2L~ -~ vJ;h_fe.

The character and

personal skills of a "lady" are desirable.

The wife is seen

as respectable, thrifty, religious, hard-working and willing
to sacrif'ice for

he1~

family.

She should possess sld.lls of

13
housekeeping and child care.

L..:

Equalitarian orientation for: bot£.

The emphasis is op

the social skills and personality tralts of a desirable
companion for both husband and wife.

Compatible personalities,

congeniality s.nd attractiveness are stressed.
Soc:tal

P~~_!;i_s:~.

1 ~_31.1

1

orientatton --

husband~

He

is concerned

with civic and·world affairs but has little time for recreation.

He chooses the family recreation or approves the

cholces of other members.

Men 1 s social activities B.l'e often

separate from ,,;omen's ..
T:r::_~~i. t~_onal

orienta tio11 --

ill~.

She tends to be

uninterested in civic and world affairs, and regards politics
·as a masculine interest.

She·

participate~

in women's

activities, and chooses activities that fit into her husband's
social life.

In mixed activities she follows her husband's

lead.
Equali~.ri_an _or>ien:!2_~.1ion

fQ£

££~h.

Participation in

activities follows interest rather than sex lines.

Both

partners tend to have both individual and mutual interests.

IJ. raditional orientatJ.Q.U -- [.!.us_l?_~!2.9.·
1

considered desirable for a job.

Education is

Its chief value is vocational,

'
1'

14
therefore education is more important for the husband, the
11

bread~1.o~irmer."

.'!:!:ad~_!;i~

orientatiQg

't·Jifg_.

beyond high school is considered of
married \•IOman.

Formal edueation

lit~le

value for a

F.no\.Jledge of hovi to cook and to keep. house

lmowledge.
E~§:_1t.!~r..iaA Qt;h5Jnta~?.:,£:Q

fo.'£. both.

Education is

considered to be important for both. husband and 1..Jife.
Education is sean as a means of personal growth for both as
well as for a vocational need.
~lgp];:QX.l!!~!-l~-

ilR<J.

~}-!P..£.Or.~ •

T~~d!_.tiO]l§l:.! s>r~.:..~nt§l:_tign,

duty to support the family.

--

husb~D.:S•

It is the husband's

He would seek financial help

from his wife only when absolutely necessary.
seen as :tnfluenced by his earnings
potential.

His status is

either actual or

He has authority over how the money should be

spent, and takes it for granted that remunerative work is one
of the husband's primary functions.
T!:~dt~iQll~l 9..!:iegt?;~_t.2~

··- wife.

The wife is seen as

financially dependent upon her husband; it is

11

1.Jrong 11 for

her to contribute money to the household unless it is
absolutely necessary or is for her personal "pin money."

!

There is no responsibility on the part of the wife for
earning money.

She works outside of the home only for

charity, civic needs, or the church.

She works only with

J1

her husband's permission, and avoids competition with men.

wl f e share the res pons :i. b i lit y: f

or__c~nt_J2_lliLt:tJng_-f_j~YJ--RrteJ..--9ll~

i

they are physically able and if this is compatible with
fs.mily goals.

'l'he status of either husband or \·.d.i"e is not

dependent upon income.

The wife is regarded as free to

combine a career and ho:nemaking if she cl.csireso
III.

ORGANIZATION OF'

'ri-lE~

IS

The orgs.nLza tion of' the remainder of this resoBl'C':1
includes:

(1)

a

review of the literature including research

done by others; (2) a description of the sample used in this
study and descriptions of the instruments and methods;
(J) presentation and interpretation of the data compiled;

and (4) summary and conclusions and suggestlons for further
study,

f''-·-~------

CHAP'rEH II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The social institution of marriage has been the
subject o.f speculation and investigation since men fi:C'st
began to analyze themselves and their behaviorc

The history

of social thought from Plato to the present day includes a
vast body of literature pertaining to marriage and marriage
partnel~s

..

When the study of sociology ·as a d:i.scipline began
in the nineteenth century, the family was recognized as one
of the primary groups vJhich influence the social development
of each individual and contribute to his values and to his
perceptions of others as well as to his own self-concept.

Not

only Head and Cooley 1 but Spencer, Sum11er, HalinovJsld, Hard,
-- almost every social scientist devoted time and space to
theories regarding marriage as an important facet of
ex:i.stence ..
A.fter Horld War I, two factors contributed to an
immense proliferation of studies of marrJ..a.ge, especially in
the Unlted States.

One of· these factors was the increasing

emphasis upon emp:l.rical research as a support for the
scientific method.

The other was the realization that the

natur•e of: t.h.;;: fam1ly itself \·Jas changing 1n structur•e,
fw1ction 1 and duration, and the desire to seek the causes of

17
this changeo

,_

In the 1930's and ~.0 1 s many authoritative stu/dies t-Jere
und-ertaken which have become the basis for later research.
No modern student of marriage. and the frunily could proeeed
effectively without a knowledge of the work of such pioneers
as Ernest

W. Burgess, Paul Wallin, Harvey J. Locke, Leonard

S. Cottrell, the Landises, Hm·Jard Becker and Reuben Hill, and

fro:m the psychological point of view, Lewis M. 1'erman.
Burgess and Wallin have pointed out that before Hor1d

vlar I empirical s tud:i.es were ha.rnpered by the fact that people
considered love r...nd marriage too intimate to discuss.
Questionnaires on aspects of marriage, particularly sex
relations, were not approved even in uni ver·sity researcho

l

The concepts t.b.at love and marriage were subject to roma.ntlc,

rat-;her ths.n scientific, principles and that; tho behavior of

human belngs was not subject to prediction or control also
hampered t:arly research.
t-Ii th the increasing divorce rate ivhich folloived the

v1ar, the public in general becs.me concerned as to the causes ..
~:~he

same conditions of change which fostered the divorce

rate encouraged marriage research, and the development; of
instruments fol' testing and measuring aspe(;ts of marriage

1

Ernest \1. Burgess, et.§-1. CoJ.lrt@?.:J.?. 1 §ft.£.§l:_ger!!_~1l! and
(Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1953), p. 11~
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became the task of many .sociologists and psychologists o
Analysis of the pr·oblems of modern marriage brought
to light many aspects which modified the alarmists' views of
the decline of the fa'lldly as an institution, however.

In

·-."'\.

contrast to the opinion of many "laymen and some social
thinkers who conceived that the modern rate of divorce
reflected an unmitigated evil and vJho wished to return to the
2
stable marriages of the past, many students of the problem
began to see our times as a transi t:i..onal period in which a
new type of relationship was evolving.
Far frmn seeing merely dls:t'uption and chaos,

Parsons

and Bales are of the opinion that a ne.i>J type of !'ami 1y

structure is evolving in relation to the gener-ally c.hunged
.social structure.

They see the family as no less imporr.ant

than before, but more specialized in fu.netlon.

\'Jhile there

is a reduction in i.mportance of the extended family, the
nuclear family cannot be said to be declining
changingo

~-

merely

3

In the opinion of Sir· jamaki, wbi.1e the family in
A:mer·ica is weaker in endurance than before, it is improved

in quality. "American marriages now are on the whole, happier
Pitrim A. Sorok;in~ !he .Q~£.1&~. of
C. }'. lutton and vompany, l9L~l).
2

Our!:..~

(New York:

~'a1.cott Parsons and Robert }, • Bales Family,·
za.t
lon
and
Intera.ction -Process
( Glenc.oe: 'l'he Free
--:r-:n,-·- -----·---3

19551

1
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I

i

and better integrated than they vJere in former times. 11 4
While recognizing that a higher divorce rate \-Jas a
symptom of change rather than an evil per se, many social
t:-

scientists believed that an inquiry into causes of marital
conflict could produce a more enlightened attitude on the
part

of marriage partners or potential marriage partners,

and thus ameliorate the situation.

While few held that

marriages should invariably be held together, it was recognized that a high divorce rate cannot be conceived of as a
positive good in so far as society ·is concerned when the
family is so important as a lill.it of socialization.
One of t.he most assiduous loJorkers in the field of

marriage research was Ernest
Chicago.

~"i.

Bm"gess of the University of

.As early as 1926 he was publishing studies on

marriage • .5

With such other noted authorities as Paul vlallin

of Stan:ford, Harvey Locke of the Unive:csity of Southern
: __

California, and L. S. Cottrell, Burgess has published several
volumes in addition to his own worko
In 19Lt-5, Bure;ess and Locke emphasized the change in

the J\merlcan family.

1'he authors made use of Heber's

ldeal-type metb.od to classify and c:ompare marriages

4s J..· r J·

1

ama.r~

i , £E.. c J..· _.
t

5Ernes t \-.f. Burgess,

,
11

p•

10~
, _) •

'l'he Rome.n tic Impulse and Farnily
DisoPgani.zation, tt §_~£Y..~ Grat?_l]Jc LVII (January 1926) 290-.29Lt.
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cross~culturally,

their points.
research

utili.zing .case histories to illustrate

They also gave an extensive report of the

curr~nt

at that time, including their own work on

marriage prediction and

ma~ital

adjustment.

A marriage

prediction schedule, which bece.me the basis for much

latel~

research, was published in this volume, as was other data
compiled b_y research at Indiana University, the Univer·si ty of
Chicago, and else\>Jhere<>

6

Burgess and Wallin published in 19.53 a 1-1ork "YJhicr.t they
proclaimed "the most extensive and-intensive research yet
~,

made on courtship and the early -years of marriage o"

one of

the main aspects they studied-was the type Of factor
contributing to success or failure in marriage.

Basing their

studies on the questionnaire previously evolved by Burgess
and Cottrell

~or

predicting success in marriage, they also

included material intended to measure the adjustment of
couples to engagement and to explore personality factors.

8

This study has been criticized as being applicable
only to white, middle-class couples.

However, the :nature of

·-------6

Pa;r.!!_~.ly

7

furgess and faul Hallin, ~;g~~ment 8:_nd
(.Philadelphia: J. B. Liprjencott Compa.ny, -19531.

Ernes t W. Burgess and Har>vey J. Loc-ke, The
(Net--1 Yor•k: American Book Company, 1945).

F~rnest w.

Marri~~
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the population of their study was clearly outlined by the
authors, Hho also emphasized that their conclusions applied
only to the first three years of marriage.

~rhey

pointed out

that much of the material should be taken as provisional,
'

rathe~ than conclusive~ and called for furth.er rase e.rch. 9
Nevertheless, this work is regarded as a classic of its type,
and is

c~r~ainly

more valid than many small studies which

have often been taken to be authoritativeo
Taking the psychological rather than the sociological
approach, Lewis N. IJ.'erman arid his colleagues studied a group
of 792 married couples.

'l1he study involved

11

an extended

search for psychological and psycho-sexual correlates of
. .
10
max•i tal happiness .t'
The relationship bet\>Jeen the scores
.the subjects made on marital happiness tests and some four
hundred varie.bles produced data which is still referred to
as definitive, though the findings were published in 1938c
Even in a study on tb.e scale of this one, hoVJever,
Terman pointed out the limitations.

Calling happiness of any

kind a very_ complex phenomenon, and marital happiness no less
complex, Terman expressed the opinion that the components of
such a phenomenon were "in the strict sense qualitative

9 Ibiq.
10. .
Lew1.s ~1. 'l erman, .Psych::.0~9.tJcal PacJ~2I:~. i:q N~..L~a~:.
H~.t?1Jj:n~~.§. (Ne1r1 York: NcGra1r1-Hill book Company, 1938), p. v.
1
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rather than quantitative and can never be measured as linear
nll
distances are measured.
Terman expressed the philosophy which has been
prevalent in the twentieth century, however, when he said
••• for• practical purposes and for 1~ough approximations
even the most purely qualitative variables lend thBmselves to treatment by quantitative methods; or to put
it more accurately, the objective affects of such.
variables are subject to quanJ.;ltative expression., 12
Terman's conclusion that a happy tfmperament in general
produces a happy marriage has since been upheld by some
research and challenged by others • 1 3
pointed the -v1ay for many later

~vorkers

Ho\<Jever, his methods
in t.he field.

Emphasis on r·ole research within the general ar·ea of
marriage study paralelled other approaches.

Starting with

·the definitions of role as outlined by 1'1ead and Cooley, many
later students saw the applicability of the role concept.
According to Kotlar
Role research has asswned prominence :i.n soc:i.al
psychology, social psychiatry, marriage counseling and
1.n the S'?ciology of the family because 1 role,' a unifylng
concept, mediates between the social structure and
personal! ty structure and indiflates the influence of
societal norms upon behaviorol~

llrb·
~0

13

Bernard I. Murst.ein and Vincent Glandin, nThe
Relationship of Nar1tal Adjustment to Personality, 11 J~_ur:naJ~
.Qf ~Iarr!-_§;~ _§In_~ .th~ F~:!.!:'J.lx XXVIII (February 1966), 37-43.
l4Kotlar, ]~9..9.·

.2.!.~.o

.
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Becker and Hill, among others, point to the fact that
both consciously and unconsciously both partners bring
preconceived notions to their. marriage as to the roles both
they and their spouses will play as husband and lvife. J..5

In

the earlier patriarchal society where change was slow, role
-U-------c=-o=-n=-=-c--=..,epts could be fashioned from observation of a child's
parents and other easily observable adults.

Such concepts,

with their definite characteristics and fixed boundaries,
could be e.pplied without much strain to the new family, and
although individual differences existed, the general pattern
could remain consistento
In our time of rapid change, hot<Iever, there are at
least two major ways in. which this pattern is less applics.ble.
·First, if the young

couple reproduce roles which have been

modeled on observation of the family in u-1hich they have been
brought up, these roles may not fit the changed pattern of
today 1 s marriages in which many functions have been taken
over by other institutional agencies.

Secondly, the nature

of the role concepts themselves may change because of outsi.de
influences impinging either consciously or unconsciously
upon the individual.

\H th the proliferation of such influences

and the increasing mobility of modern life, it would thus be

l5Howard Becl<:er and Reuben Hill, ( eds.) FamJ..lx,
Harri~g.£ and P~hoos! (Boston: D. C. Hee.th and Company,
1955) p. 316.

easily conceivable that marriage partners, while seemingly
compatible on the surface, might. bring to the marriage widely
differing concepts of the roles which they and their spouses

L-

--

should play.
As Dyer remarks " ••• conflict is

result of one
16
person 1 s not meeting another 1-s ex:pectations • 11
Thus disc<.,!.r~ec-=----------a.

,\-----~

pancies between role expectations and role realizations might
prove a central factor in marriage conflict.
Though mar•riage roles themselves have been the subject
of many recent studies, the great body of research has been
done with married or divorced couples.

An ·attempt has been

made to discover the causes of conflict in marriage after the
marriage has taken place or even after the marriage has
·been terminated.

11any of these studies have been of benefit

for both theoretical and practical application.

'l'hey have

aided in the understanding of this component of the society
in which we live, whethel'' the objective is knovJledge per se
or \vhether the knolvledge thus gained is to serve the functional
purposes of marriage counselors, clergymen, teachex's or
others who deal vJith marital problems.
One approach to the role concept of marriage has been
neglected, ho\·Jever, and that is the one which deals -vlith the
16williru.n G. Dyer, nAnalyzing Harital Adjustment Using
Role )'l:he~ry, 11 H~rria~g_~ gp~ fai.qili f!.iY..tl)_g XX.IV (Nov ern be r,
1962 375.

marriage role expectations of young people who are not yet
married.

If knowledge of conflict in marital roles is to be

of greatest help, it would appear to be axiomatic that an
awareness of roles which are prevalent in our-society and an
awareness of personal expectations and how they concur with
or diverge from those of others would be tools of great value
for a young person to acquire.

The increasing emphasis in

courses in marriage and the family both at the high school
and at the junior college level is evidence that educators,

at least, are becoming aware of the needs of the general
publ:i.c in thia area and are attempting to do something about
it.
Marie

S~

Dunn in studying marriage role expectations

of high school students in Louisiana worked out a marriage
role expectation inventory with

\~hj_ch

she rated her subjects

as traditional or equalitarian in their role concepts. 1 7
llinn attempted, in addition to developing the instrument, to
determine the extent to which students reflect "companionshlp··
equalitarian"

Ol'

tr•adi tional conceptions of marriage roles and

to further determine whether a relationship exists between
role expectations and socio-economic status, place of
residence, marital status, and sex. 18

17

Harie S. Dunn, "Marriage Role Expectations of Adolescents'' (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Florida State
University, 1959).

18

Ibld.
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Dunn's subjects were 436 white high school seniors
enrolled in urban and rural public high schools in Louisiana.
Divlding her inventory into seven sub-scales on authority
patterns, homemaking, care of children, persorial characteristi·cs., social participation, education, and financial
support and employment, pu.nn obtained scores on these as well
as •On the total inventory.r9 Hore than half of Dunn's group
agreed with equalitarian i terns :i.n all sub-scales of the
inventory, and less than half agreed with traditional items.
Responses concern:i.ng care of children, personal characteristics,
and social participation reflected equalitarian role expectations more often than other areas.

Traditional views were

more often expressed with regard to homemaking and financial
support and employment.

2.0

Dunn found difference 6f response by sex more
slg-~ni.ficant

than differences associated with her other

variables, and pointed to the possibilities for future
conflict; in unrealistlc expectations which contrasted with
present-day practices, for example the lar-ge numbers of
, 21
subjects who did not expect that wives would work.
Calling for further research in the area of

m~trriage

role expectations, Dunn concludes that rather than viewing
cePte.in e.xpecta tions as "right" or
20

1!?1:.9.·

11

>-Jrong" it is important to
21

Ib:J:_ci.
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,,
i_

be aware of the diverse definitions of masculine and feminine
roles today.

She sees an emergent pattern of equalitarian

role concepts and concludes that
••• empha,sis (should) be placed upon development of
tmderstandings and interpersonal skills that will make
it possible for each couple to build a pattern of
relationships that will serve its own needs.22
Several further studies have been based upon Dunn's
work.· Alvin J. Haser in his 1960 study cltes Kuhn's
contention that the adjustment of roles in marriage is more
hnportant to happiness in marriage than factors of personality

or background. 23

Emphasizing that role concepts, while

directly related to conflict or happiness in marriage, are
not formed in marriage but in childhood and youth, Moser
also holds that factors leading to particular role concepts
should be identified, and

tha~

't·Jherees todey' s changing roles

make this task more difficult, they also make it more
urgent. 2 L~
Using the MRE, Haser surveyed students in Tampa,
Florida.

His findings support those of Dunn that there is an

increasing tendency towards eqaulitnrian concepts of roles but
22Marie S. Dunn, "Narriage Role Expectations of
Adolescence," Mar•ria~ and F'amilJ:. Livifl_&, XXII (May, 1960),

104.

23 '

.

'

Becker and Hill, .21?.• .£l:t• 1 p. 330 o

2

4Alvin J. Moser, "Harriage Hole Expectations of High
School S tuclent s rt: (unpublished Has ter 1 s thesis, FJ.orlda State
Unlversity, 1960).

I
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that this development is uneven with regard to
areas of behavior.

1:

diffe~ent

l

Hoser found no significant relationship

between the total l1RE scores and his variables of sex,
!-=

social status, religion, mental maturity, number of siblings,
sex of siblings, and experience in a high school course
dealing with family relations.
.the

find~.ngs

Sub-scale scores agreed with

of Dunn that more equalitarian views were

expressed in the areas of social participation, personal
characteristics, and care of children, and least equalitarian

.
25
in homemaking and support and employment.
In 1961 Norman Selby Gould used the ·MRE in his
.. doctoral disser'tation on "Harriage Role Expectations of Single
College Students as Related to Selected Social Factors."
. subjects

\-Jel~e

His

students enrolled in a family relations course

at California State Polytechnic College.

Gould's variables

were age, sex, educational level, occupational objective,
pre-marital status, religious affiliation, social class and
place of residence.

His general findings supported those of

Dunn and Ho:seP thP,t more equalitarian than traditional
responses were made.

However, he pointed out that his

results showed no either-or aspect of equalitarian or traditional role expectations -- the responses rJe:::•e along a con·;
tinuum.,

On the total l'iRE scores, Gould found a signlficant

i
i
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relationship between sex and marriage role expectations with
males holding the more traditional views.

Other variables

were independent of the total scores but showed significant
.
26
associations on the sub-scales.
A further study using the MRE was made by Juanita J.
Bus bice in 1962 •

1'i tled

11

11arriage Role Expectations and

Personal.ity Adjustments, 11 Busbice 1 -vwrk used the
Co~rrs eJ~i!}Z l:Q.Y_§.~t2.!:X

M~~P:~!d.~

to test the personality factors of

emotional stability, social
and family relationships.

relat~onships,

mental maturity

Busbice concluded that a slgnifi-

cant relationship existed between emotional stability and
marriage role expectations with the more emotionally stable
subjects having more equalitarian expectations.

Other

variables were independent of total MRE scores.

Her findings

on the general orientation of traditional versus equalitari.an
role expectations supported the unanimous view of an emerging
equalitarian concept.

However, most of the scores on the MRE

fell. in the middle range with few at either end of the
scale.

27
The above studies formed the only available source of
26

Norman Selby Gould '~arriage Role Expectations of·
Single College Students" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation,
Florida State University, 1961) o
27
Juanita J. Busbice, "Marriage Role Expectations and
Personality Adjustments'• (unpublished Master's thesis,
Northwestern State University, Louisj_ana, 1962) ..
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data on marriage role expectations.

Though they shoH a

genex•al pattern of equalitarian roles becoming more prevalent
in our society, they do not agree on factors related to the
formation of equalitarian role concepts.

Whereas many

thorough studies have been made on married subjects, no large
body of data is a.vailable specifically investigating role
concepts of unmarried persons Hi thin the framewo1•k outJJ.nedo
More research·is therefore called for in order to contribute
to the general knowledge of this subjectc

CHAPTEH.III
SAMPLING AND METHOD
I.

STUDY SAMPLE

The subjects of this study were members of two classes

Stockton, Californiee
'11he college is a. hw~year, tui t:i.on-fre e,

11

junior·

col1ege 11 supported jointly by the State of California and
by the local school district.
a.ppro.x:i.mately 3, )00 full and

It has an enrollment of
part·~ time

day s tudent.s and

3,000 evening students:
The town of Stockton has a population of 97,000 and
is situated in the heart of a. farming community although
it is only 80 miles from San Francisco and the large urban
San Franclsco Bay area.

Although fOl'merly completely

agricultural in orientation, the area is becoming increasingly
industrialize do
Ten of the original members of the college classes
under study dropped out before completion of the data.
Four were not included because of marital status.
remaining students in the classes, consisting of 28
and

34

The
~ale

female students, or a total of 62 single students,

.

I

I
I
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I

were retained for the study.
The ages of the subjects ranged from 18 to

25

with

i
I

~~

I

the largest number, fifty percent, being nineteen years of
age.

Ten percent of the students Here aged 18, and only

five percent were over the age of twenty-oneo
Half of the students t-vere Protestant in religion,
30% were.Catholi9, and the rest professed no religion or
other religions such a$ Buddhism.
of the Jewish faith.

None of the students was

The_great majority were of the white

race,. although there t"1er•e three negro students, tt-Jo Japanese,
and two Chinese.
Students t-Jere assigned a social status rating
based upon the occupations of their fathers, and using
. Harner 1 s Revised §_£.~1~ for Hati!.Y,;, Qcc.£!2a.tJ.oll.s.. as a measure
1
of status.
Althou~h ten percent of the subjects were in
the highest group, _with a re.nldng of one, only one student
was ranked at seven, the lowest occupation group.

Forty

percent of the subjects were in categories two and three
and 20% each in categories four and five.

II.

THE INSTHUHENTS

Two instruments were used in obtaining the data for
the study in addition to a data sheet regarding occupation

33
and

inco~e

of parents.

The first instrument, the
Inve~!-orY-,

t1arr~.§Ji§:. ~ ff_~~t:_at_to:q,

was devised by Marie S. Dunn.

It is published by

Family Life Publ:i.cations, .Inc., Durham, North Carolina,

.1963.

The inventor•y ls described by the author as

an exploratory pencil and paper test to help students
and counselees prepare for marriage and family living
by recording, evaluating and comparing v1hat is expected
pf the self ~nd of a marriage partner in seven areas
of behavior.
There are tNo forms of the instrument, form F for females
and form I1 for males.

These aPe, however, scored by the

same key, as the questions are merely rephrased for each
for·m.
The areas explored by the MHE are authority,
·homemaking, care of children, personal characteristics,
social partlcipa tion, education, and employment and support.
Seventy-one items are included in the inventory.

In

34

items the subject is to respond in terms of strong agreement,
agreement, uncertainty, disagreement or strong disagreement
with statements describing marital behaviors and attitudes
indica ti.ng and equali tar1.a.n relationship vli th the marrla.ge
partnex•.

In the rem.aini.ng 37 items, the same responses are

called for in regard to statements indicating a traditionai
view of marriage roles.

The indication of nstrong" agreement or disagreement
is regarded by the author primarily as a tool for counseling.
In scoring the inventory n strong agreement": and

111

agreement"

are weighted the same as are "strong disagreement" and
11

disagremnent."

3

The original items used in constructing the inventory
corisisted of unstructured
to role expectations.

r~sponses

by students with regard

Controls used to limit and define

the nature of the statements written included conceptual
definitions of equalitarian·and traditional roles, criteria
used in fox·mule.ting and editing statements, and consensus of
opinions of judges who were knov-m to be familJ.ar with the
concepts involved.
~

Internal validity was obtained by

selecting the final items for each category in terms of the
degree to which they differentiated between the extreme
groups on the 'various measures.

No statement v.Jas used in

'·the final form which failed to discriminate at the five
percent

or_high~r level of confidence.4
A split half correlation coefficient computed on

scores of

50

respondents on the odd-numbered and on the

even-nuBiliered statements was used to demonstrate the

I
I

~

r-F
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reliability of the 71 item inventory.

The coefficient of
'

.95 corrected by the Spearman-Brovm formula. to .975 compares
favorably with those reported in the literature for attitude
scales developed by the method of summated ratings.
auth01~

The

feels that in computing norms, local norms should

prove more valuable than national or regional ones.
Therefore norms
the

a1~e

not :tncluded in the data accompanying

MRE.~
The

MRE has been used as a teaching aid on both the

secondary and the college levels.

It has also been used

as a counseling aid and as a ba.sis for research, Chapter II •
.It is an easily administered test and can be completed by
the subjects in one period of class time.
In· scoring the HRE Dunn has chosen as
answers

!?_~ronglx_

_B;gree or

~~~

11

correct 11

to equalitarian items and

this method of scoring, the answers counted are those which
indicate equalitarian role expectations.

The author

explaihs that this method is not intended to place value
on equalitarian responses, but simply to facilitate scoring.
A high score thus reflects equaJ.ita.rian expectations and a

low score shows traditional expectations.
possible score would be

sIbid.

The highest

71 and the lowest o.

L

Dunn divides the scores as

follows~

0-18 1'r•adi tional

19-35 Moderately Traditional
36-53 Moderately Equalitarian
54-71 Equalitarian
Individual scores are also obtained for each subject
0n

the sub-scales previously mentioned.

In order to gain a

role expectations, sub-scores should be computed as \vell as
6
total scores.
The second instrument used in this study is the
California

Ps;r.chol~gl:g~J: In_yento~;y_

as de';eloped by Harrison

G. Gough and published by Consulting Psychologists Press
Inc., Palo Alto, 1957.

~:he

CPI is dE:s cr:Lbed by its autb.or

·as "intended primarily for use with

1 normal 1

(non-

psychiatrically distur·bed) subjects.

Its sc;ales are

addressed principally to personality

char~cteristics

important for social living and soclal intere.ction. u7

In

contrast to many other similar instruments '!>-Jbich have been
developed primarily as clinical aids, the CPI then, is
particularly applicable to a group of the nature of the
subjects of this study.
The CPI does not yield a total score, as does the
l'1RE, but measu:;.""es eighteen "facets of interpersonBl

37
.psychology."

Separate scores are obtained on each of the

eighteen scales, of which four have been used in this study.
The scales were constructed by first defining the dimension
to be measured, then assembling a preliminary scale of
relevant statements which \vere administered, rated and
corrected in order to provide thirty to forty items each
possessing a demonstrable relationship to

th~

behavior

being studied. 8
Two r•eliabili ty studies for the CPI are available
using the test re-test method.

One stLtdy was done on high

school students and the other on 200 maJe prisoners.
sho1ved a

gener~.::.l.J.y

These

high consistency of measurement with.

the exception of two i terns -- comrnunali ty and psychologicalmindedness.

Neither of these two scales is used in the

.

9

present study. ·

Cross-validational studies of the inventory

.

are listed in the manual for each scale on the Cfi.

In

the case of the four scales used in the present study,
comparisons tested out at the .01 level of probability in
10
all cases.
The CPI is used extensively in California in
psychological assessment of individuals for purposes of

8

9

Gough,

_!1an~wl

I b.L~·' p. 19.

!?!.

_!~

CPI , p. 18.
10
I bid., p. 20.

school counseling, marital and pre-marital counseling.
When the test is used in this way, the profile obtained by
charting the several scores on the scales is studied, as

''

~-

1

w~ll

as individual high and low scores on each factor.
The four individual scales which were chosen for

purposes of this study are those for the measurement of

None of these was reported by Gough to have a high
correlation with any of the other three.

Characterizing the

existence of interactions and intercorrelations as tentative
at this time, Gough does list several combinations which
have been discovered to exist. Examples are a positive
correlation of .6.5 between dominance and sociability, and
a positive correlation of • .50 between socializati.on and
self~control.

III.

PROCEDURE

Each student of the two classes in
,!i'~!JI:.

Ha~,riag~

drew at random a number bet\<Jeen 1 and 100.

p.J:!S.!

th~

'l'his

became the code numbel' for each student's data -··· names
were not required.

Durin~ class time, the students completed

the HRE 1<1hich, in addition to scores on marriage role
expectations, yielded data on age, sex, and religious
affiliatio11.

Students also answered a query as to occupation
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and income of parents.
At another cla.ss period, students ansHered the CPI.
1.:

(Some students needed addition2.l time to finish at another
class period.)

Permission was obtained from students to

use the data in a research study as well as to aid in
class work.

Cooperation was enthusiastic, perhaps iri view

of the anonymity promised.
Using methods of scoring outlined in the manuals
accompanying both the CPI and the MRE, scores Here obtained
for each subject on the total MHE 1 on each of the MEE
sub-scores of authority,

homemakin~,

child_ care, personal

characteristics J social pa_rticipation, education, and
employment and support, and on the psychological s cr-iles for
dominance, self-acceptance, socialization, and flexibility.
A code was constructed to measure the

characteristic of occupation of father

fro~

~tatus

one to seven

according to Harner's Revise<i. Scale for R_?.~i~ _Q_sc~iolJ:.ll
Each subject was ascigned to the status ranking of his
parent's occupation.
Othel:' studies lnvolving the MRE use tY.!O methods
which are not followed in the present study.
subjects

~ere

divided into

group~

First,

arbitrarily labeled

traditional or equalitarian -- or, into treditional,

ll,J
,. arner, }oc. cit..

'
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model~ately

tradltional, .moderately equalitarian, and

equalitarian.
Because of the unanimous view of previous studies of

');
!;;---~-

an emerging equalitarian concept, it was decided in the
present study to arrange the responses to the MRE along a
continuum rather than to divide them into categories.

The

V8.l:i.dity of this approach is supported by the profile of
the scores as they were obtained from the subjects, Figure
Dunn characterizes individuals with a score of 0 to 18
12
as trad.i t.ional o
By this criterion there v.1ere no subjects

I.

of the present study with traditional expectations of
marr:i.age roles.
Scores ranging from 19-35 are regarded by Dunn as
.mod.erately traditional.

In the prer.en t study ther•e v.wre

slightly less than 10% of the scores in this category, 6
males end 6 females.

IJ:'here is a break in the contlnuum

here, but it occurs at the score of 33 for males and 32
for females; the next score in both cases occurring at 38.
Dunn la.bels as moderately equalitarian those scores
fa 1 ~Ling b etween 36-r:'3.
7

13

The largest percentage of the

subjects of the present study were in this group.

Fifty
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percent of the total sample scored between 38.;..53.

Of this

nLlmber, an almost eqLlal percentage 1-1as of each sex,

14 males

out of the total of 28 males, and 18 females out of the

!

~--

f'

total of 34.
Dunn's criterion for equalitarian role expectations,

a. scor·e of 5ll-71,

14

coLlld be applied to

srunple of the present study.

4-0% of the total

Here again an almost equal

percentage of males and females scored betV.Jeen
eleven males and thirteen females.

5!~-?1

--

Although there is a

slight break· in the male scoi'es at this point -- no scor·es
betvwen
from

52~·55,

the female scores continue \·.rithou,t a break

53-57.
Although the highest possible score on the lVIHE is

.71, there were no subjects in the present study who scored
above 65.

The highest male score ltJas 6L+ and there v-1ere

three female subjects who scored at

65.

In contrast to the findings of Dunn, who contends
that traditional conceptions of marriage roles are associated
rJith males,_ rather than with females, i.t can be seen that
the two sexes in the present study'show a remarkably
consistent pattern, Figures 2 and 3.

The other most

striking feature of this profile is the predominance of
equalltarian rather than traditional views, but arranged
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I
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FIGURE: 2
Distribution a·f MRE: Scares
of Fernale GroLJ.P

~~~~~-~-~~·~

/!.4 .30 36 42. 48 54 60 66 71

FIGURE 3

Distribtn'-ion of MRE

Scores
of Male GroLJp

----

along a continuum rather than in distinct categories,
Figures 1, 2, and 3.
The second metbod v-1hich has been used to characterize·
data obtai.ned j.n other studies on the }'IT{E but has not been
used in the present study is tbB method of chi square
analysis.

funn, Busbice, Gould, and l!ioser obtained their

relationships of J.l.ti\E scores and sub··scores to selected
variables in this fashion.
In an attempt to obtain more refined results, it
was determined in the present study to use a more
sophist1.cated method of analysis, the

Pear~on

product-

moment correlation.
Data obtained from the study were punched on ca:eds.
For each individual subject in the study there was a card
which contained his overall score on the MRE, his scores
on each of the sub-scales of the MRE, the ·code number
for his social status, and the scores obtained from his
responses to the CPI on the scales of dominance, selfacceptanc~,

socialization, and flexibility.

The cards were then programrned into a computer Hhich
determined the correlations between each set of the above
factors.

In addition to the correlations cdmputed for the

total study sample, coPrela.tions

1-ier•e

o bt8.lned in a like

manner for all fer:1e.le subjects, for all male subjects,

!

for upper status subjects, and for lower status subjectso

L:::

The latter two categories were determined by dividing
the occupational status groups into two sub-groups for
purposes of s tudye
regardAd as being
occt~pations,

'I'he upper status
compris~d

gro~lp,

which might be

F
1

I

of upper and middle statnz

conta5.ned the lsrger percentage of subjects,

approximately 70%, and included occupational ratings one
through four.

The lower group contained status ratings

·. five through seven, and corresponded in general to '11hat e.re
regarded as lm-Jer··mi ddle class and working class oceupa tions.
After the

correlation~

were obtained from the

computer, they tv ere tabula ted, and the five percent level of
probr~btli ty "~>Jas

used.

In vie\·l of the sma 11 sample used in

the present study, the t test was used to check the significance of the correlations obtained s.mong the total se.mple~
the female group, the male group, and the upper and lower
status groups.
This chapter has presented a description of the
sample, a. description of the instruments, and the methods
used to obtain the data which follow.

j•

CHAP'I'ER IV
PRESENTA~J:'ION

I.

AND IWI'ERPRETATION OF DNI'A

FINDINGS FOR TOTAL .SAIVIPLE

F'or the total sample of thi.s study, correlations are
s-novm in Tab-le r-.-NosigniTrcant-relatT6nsn1p

-rs-811-own·-·--·-----· . .

betv:een the total score on the -l'1RE and the' variables of
~..D::J:. ili~tus,

1:

do~n_g_Q,

and ~qciaJ:jz~~lgn o

Correlations significant at the .05 level appear for
the variables of

-~el.(·Hac_~taD.~~

pos i t:t ve correlation betVJeen

and

f;Lex};bil~iY..·

self-.?.:.£c~p_!;H!;1..£..~

A

and an

equalitarian view of marriage role expectations signifies
that the higher the degree of self-acceptance, the greater
the possibility is that these subjects will be oriented
towards an equalitarian view of marriage role expectations,
or that an equalitarian orientation

to~vards

marriage role

expectations leads to a higher degree of self-acceptance,
or that some outside factor is affecting both scores.
An interesting aspect of this finding is that it is
the high correlation between these two factors in the male
study sample i-lhich affects the score fol' the total study
sample.

The correlation

bet~o1een .§.£1£-E;g_~I:?..~ans:~

and a

tendency towards equalitarian views is .4199 for males and
only .2705 for females.

It w.ould appear from these figLtres

!

='-

TABLE I
CORRELA'l1 IONS FOR TP...E TO'rAL SAMPLE

Variables

Social
Status

Dominance

-.0824

•--.

.Socializat:!.on

F'le~i

billity

Total MRE Score

.1784
-.1.434

-:r. 2J605
.2361

·ii-·~~·. 7 521

.1627

3042
.. o~-73

.01'624

361,

-J..

-.0419

Self
Accepta.11.ce

'l'otal
HR.E Sco!"e

Authority
Home-

making
Child care
fersonal

Character.
PBrticip.
Employment
& ::.1pport

->:-. 2970
.2032

~0839

.2296

-.1602
-.1071

.0135

- .04Lt-2

.2201

-.0729
-.0)10

.;:-~:-.3844

.1441.~

.3670
• 216!-t-

-.0881
-.1333

.0035

.0760

-.0_358

-.112.3

?~07

.1208
.1216

Social
Bducation

;::>),71:
'+

Social

-.1175

Status

.1204

.1093

i,
·~-... , .

-lH:-

KA

""•~7

•

**.6254

Dominance
Sel:f

. .;!--.

• 0833

.il.cceptance
Socializ.
Flexibil.

-::-.;;.. 6802
.;H:-. 7183

7
-~0~'

1 r l

•

.l,~J1
I

"" 79lrC:
6-r·. . . . .

. .,. ......."...

-l~-~-.31693.

-:H~ • 7972
-:H:-. 7123

.3002
I

~~-.3116

.01337
-.q776

.q988
.
.1!16 4-1

- • C<61tO
I, Lr
I

Group -- 'I'otal Sample
df (N-2)

60

-ir.05 Level

-l:--::- .01 Level

.2500
.3248
.;:---1

-----~-

that for this particular group, at least, there is the
possibility that an acceptance of personal Harth might prove
a basis for equalitarian vieHS in the male student.

A male

who is less sure of his personal worth could be in need of
the traditional, patriarchal vieHs as supports for his
11-----~-

self-image.

The females, on the other hand, do not in our

present society need the traditional role of subservient
homemaker to enhance a

self~image

Hhich would be favor•ably

regarded by today's values.
Although this correlation between

~lf.:~·§._cc~~an~<?.

and equalitaria.n marriage role expectations is significant
within sex groups, it is not significant within the social
status groups.

The upper status group shovJs a cox' relation

of .2802, Table V, which is below the level of confidence
for the number in this group, and the lower status group
shows a correlation of .3264, Table IV, whfch, perhaps
because of the small number of subjects involved, is also
not significant.
\.Vi th regard to the measure of fler:H?J).lli, the t't.vo
extremes on the scale are defined by Gough as follows:
High scorers tend to be seen as insightful, informal,
adventurous, confident, humorous, rebellious,
·idealistic, assertive and egoistic; as being sarcastic
and cynical; and as highly concerned with personal
pleasure and diversion. Low scorers tend to be seen
as deliberate, cautious, worrying, industrious,.
guarded, mannerly, methodical and rigid; as being
formal and pedantic in thought; and as being overly

~-9

deferential to authority, custom, and tradition.i
In view of these definitions, it is not surprising
to rind a positive correlation between more equalitarian

'

I

expectations of marriage roles and higher flexibility.
Here, however, in contrast to the correlation between
equalitarianism and self-acceptance, the correlation
obtained for either the male or female group alone is
slightly 1ower than the level of ·significance, Tables II and
III.

It is only when the total number is joined together

that the .signifi.cance emerges.

The theory of the more

flexible person as holding more equalltarian role

expecta~

tions, or vice versa, is supported by the overall characterization of equalitarian ma1•riage roles as an emerging
concept.

Individuals with more rigid views would scarcely

be as prone to accept new forms of behavior and values as
would those \-Ii th greater flexibility.

In the same -vwy,

those vJho hold equalitarian vievlS, with their less specific
and more interchangeable marriage role expectations, can
be seen to be more flexible.
A striking difference.in the correlations between

the scores of the two status groups.

The upper status

group shows no significant correlation here, 1'able V, vJhile

1.

~0

the lower group has the highest correlation of all the
groups, a correlation significant at the .01 level of
confidence, Table IV.
The upper status group in this study seems to
represent largely the middle-middle to upper-middle class,
while the lower group corresponds roughly to the

low~r-

- j ( - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - · - - - - - - - · - - - ---------·---:----;-----

middle and vJOrk:tng classes.

Considering the extent to which

the middle class dictates thB emergence of new role concepts
in our society, it might be theorized that less flexibility
would be needed by a middle class group to espouse these
concepts than would be needed by a lower

c~ass

group with

its presumably lower general fidelity to middle class
standards and values.
For the total sample in the present study certain
sub-scores on the MRE show correlation with other variables
chosen.

In view of the findings of other research workers,

the correlations between the sub-scores of the HHE and the
total score present an interesting picture.

One of the

findings most stressed has been the uneven nature of the
emergent equalitarian role concept.

Dunn, for example,

found traditional tendencies in attitudes towards

h~em0_,!0-n_g,

especially on the part of females, as well as traditional
vie\.JS of both sexes towards the areas of
~!:l02o~:!•

2

empl...QYJ..~e!}.~

and

Busbice found equalitarian concepts predominant

2 Dunn,

11

Harria.ge Role Expectations of Adolescents."

)1

on thB subscale of

authorit~,

but not so much so on social

12articipa tion and 12.2rs onal cha:r•acteri~ticE_. 3

Moser found

that his study population was most equalitarian in the aress
~
1
o f soc::.:.Q_

~r

t.J.CJ.pa
. t.lOl1, J;?erson.§: 1.. c h... 8.I'ac t erJ.s
. t"J..Cf;, e.n d

-~

of children, v)hile being least equal:ttarian in the areas of
L·
hom~T:.§}sig£ and ~~~ and §...~£l?Q.r12_. r
---~---~--·------~

- - - - - - - -- - - - - -

:I'he present study, on the other hand,

sho~-H~

~

---~~--

for the

total study sr0..mple, Table I, a high positive correlation,
and one signlficant above the .01 level of confidence,
between all. sub-scales and the total MRE score, with the
·single exception of the scaJe on

.~ElJ2J...~;y:n_J.ent

Hnq support.

Although the·correlation for this latter sub-scale is below
the .01 level of confidence, it still has a significant
posltive correlation 1vith the total HHE score at the

.05

level.
An examination of individual scorei on the sub-scale
of employment and support supports the

con~;ensus

of other

research workers that this is the area in which traditional
tendencies are most likely to occur.

Ho~ever,

the picture

of a very uneven pattern of equalitarian concepts is not
borne out by the correlations shown in Table I for the

3 Bu.s bice, "Marriage Role Expectations and Pers ona1i ty
Adjustments."
4Noser,
Students. '1

11

Harriage Role Expectations of High School

-

--

~----·

)2

tota.l sample

G

On the contrary, as has been shown, there is

~ s~gQi.ficant pos~tiX£ relationsh~£ ~ween ~acg ~ub-~~~

score and the total HRE

scor~.

This findi.ng could be interpreted in several ways.
It is possible that the time lapse between other studies
and the present study has contributed to the further
emergence of a more consistently equalitarian point of vjew.
On the other hand, it is also possible that the nature of
the present study population mlght contribute to such fi.ndings.
For example, Dunn's original study was done in the south,
where traditional concepts might be more

e~trenched

California, the locale of the present study.

than in

The influence

of the frontier and/or the influence of nearby metropolitan
areas could affect the pattern of responses or the formation
of attitudes in the present study sample.

It ·is possible

that the use of correlations, rather than the chi square
technique might also have led to the findings noted.

The

nature of the study population and the method used, of
course, must be considered in cmy comparison of the present
data with that of other workers.
Taking the sub-scales in the order in which they
appear in Table I, it can be seen that the
Em~hoQlY._,

sub~scale

on

t-Jhile positi.vely correlated v-1ith the total lvJ:HE

score, has no significant correlation for the total sample
with any of the other variables chosen for this study.

The

only significant correlation for this sub-scale in the
entire study occurs with the female relationship to the
scale on £C2.ml!f_a:qs_e.

~:his

t·Jill be discussed in part II,

"Significance of Study with Hegard to 'F'emale Populatlon. 11
HomemakJ.ng_ is the next sub··scale reported in Table I.
Here there is a negative correlation at the .01 degree of
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------------- ---------------- - - - - - - - - - - ------ - - - -

probab:t.l~ty

between the area of

h.~~~!l~king

and

§..QSJ11J.~i.~at:i.o~.

A minus correlation between these two variables signifies

that the more socialized an individual is, the less likely
it is that his marriage role expectations will be equalitarian with regard to the activities of homemaking, or, that
the more equalitarian an individual's expectations with
regard to homemaking activities> the less highly socialized
he is likely to be 1 or that scme other factor influences
both scores.

At first glance, this would appear to be a

paradoxical situation, since the emergent pattern in our
society is an equalitarian role concept.
To analyze this finding, reference should be made to
the same

sub~·scale

in Tables II, IIIJ IV, and V.

Here it :i.s

d:i..scovered that the score for the total semple :i..s affected
by the male group and by the upper status group.

There :i..s

no significant relationship between expectations on homemaking
and the degree of socialization either in the female group
or in the lower status group.

There is a negative correlatioh

.54
I

at the

.0.5

level of probability in the male group and at the

"

.01 level of probability in the upper status group.
~

One possible explanation for this finding could be
that it is an example of cultural lag.

Although equalitarian

marriage roles are the emerging concept, there is a solid
core of traditionalism still existing in the mores of our
society, and no idea is more firmly rooted than that of
11 woman 1 s

work."

A distaste for "woman's work" is encouraged

by the early pressures on the male child to

11

be a man 11

--

a

situation which some researchers contend is far more severe
than the corresponding "be a ls.dy 11 pressures on the female

child~S

This ls exemplified by the gener'al acceptance of

girls doing such traditionally masculine work as mowing the
lawn or washing the car, while the picture of a boy washing
dishes, arranging flowers, or sewing clothing is generally
regarded as ludicrous.
Thus a more
the present

11

soci~lized

male might, in conforming to

male image, 11 cllng to more traditional concep-ts

of homemaking activities whereas the male who is more
equalitarian in this regard does to some degree abdicate the
image of

11

ma.le superiorlty 11 which is still t<1idespread in our

society and 'tlhi.ch is bolstered by the concept of women 1 s

SDavid B. Lynn 11 The Process of Learning Parental and·
Sex-Role Identification," ~<?..ld~~rl~1. Q[ !i~JZ.~.!:!:B~. ~!}g .!?_he Fami.1.Y.
XXVIII (November, 1966) l~6t)-L~70.

---

work as somehow beneath the dignity of the superior being.
~~

It has been noted that the upper status group in the

I

-·

present study is composed chiefly of upper-middle to middle-·
middle class subjects.

Here again, to the degree that male

superiori.ty to "woman 1 s work" is accepted as a basic premise
of socialization, the equalitarian view of homemaking
activitles must be regarded as running counter to the trend.
In the lower status group, an individual with equalitarian
attitudes towards homemaking activities might be highly
socialized or not when measured by the
used in.the present study.

~tandards

of the test

Since his degree of socialization

to his sub-·culture Hou1d be measured by other cr:i.teria thB.n
that of his socialization to the larger, middle class
dominated society, it might be the6rized that no such
negative correlation should be expected

and in fact, no

correlation appears.
Child

££I~~·

In the area of child care, a high positive

correlation with the total MRE score is shown for the total
study sample.

No significant relationship is shown between

. expectations on child care and any of the variables shown
on Table I.

The only significant correlation in the present

study t-!1 th regard to child care is thEt bet1-1een social status
and child care in the male group.

This will be discussed in

part III, "Slgnl.ficance o.f the Present Study td th RegB.rcl to
the Hale Group."

I'

E~~l

Characteristic?-•

This sub-scale is one of

the two most highly cor'related with the total MHE score,

i

li

although, as has been mentioned, six of the seven sub-scales
are positively correlated with the total at above the .01
level of confidence. _
Of the variables considered for the total study
---------------------···-·----------------------------

sample, _the only one which is significantly related to

~-

positive COl"relation of above the .01 level of confidence
between these two factors.
This means that the more equalitarian the individual's
view of personal characteristics, the higher the degree of
self-acceptance, or the higher the degree of self--acceptance,
the more likely the individual is to hold equalitarian views
of personal characteristics.

In addition, there is always

the possibility that both factors are influenced by some
other condition which is not being taken into account in
the present study.
Unlike the previous sub-scales Hhich have been
analyzed, this sub-scale is highly consistent with regard to
this correlation.

..!..Q2.

There is

_§: J?.2.~1JJ.ve corr:_EY_.1_§;~i£1}.

at _!;}_!£

].ev~l o:f. CC}_!}fisl~.~ bet~~§}} P-er:.~~1 chara9_yeri~~i~ §nq

added together puts the positive correlation for the total

study. sample at above the .01 level.

I__

Here, it would appear, is one of the most strongly

I·
-

emergent characteristics of the modern equalitarian view of
marriage roles for the subjects of this study.

Emphasis

upon compatible personalities, congeniality and
attractiveness in general are more highly correlated with a
high degree of self-acceptance than are the former traditional
images of family--minded husbands and wives with personal
characteristics characterized respectively es the hardworking, ambitious head of the family, and the thrifty,
self-iacrificing, homemaker wife.

Since Gough more or less

equates self-acceptance v.Ji th a sense of

£_~r~Q.:Q§._~

link is clearly seen bebJeen this factor and a
rather than an

J:n~ti tq_tiQ.Ilal

worth, the

~~q_£§:);

criterion for personality

characteristics of the self and of the spouse.
Soci~_l Parti2,i2~tiQ..!}

is the next MR:E category.

For

the total study sample, more correlations are seen in thls
area than in e.ny other.

Whereas the total MRE score is

related to two variables, and several other sub-scale scores
are related to one, the sub-scale of

~ci.al ~1i.ili~t~..2..!l

shows a positive correlation with three variables as well
as being highly correlated with the total MRE score.

These

I'
,_

The positive correlation between
~rticiJ2_?-_tion,

domi~~

and

so~

which is significant at the .01 level, means

that the more dominant an individual tests on the CFI, the
more likely he is to have an equalitarian view of social
participation, or the mol'e equalitarian his vievJs in this
area, the more dominant he tends to be.

It is also possible

that this relationship is affected by outside factors not
apparent here.

In reviewing the dominance social

participation relationship for the other groups studied,
one finds a positive coi'relation also in the female group,
Table II s but not in the male gx'oup, 'J.1able I II.

Both the

lower status group, Table IV, and upper status group, Table
V show a pbsitive cor~elation at the

.05

levelo

Ir1 interpreting this finding, it can be theorized

that the female relationship between dominance and social
participation is clearly understandable.

Traditional role

behavior for social activities is equated with a subservient
fema1e attitude and is incongruous in our times with the
behavior of a dominant female.

Hhether one quality reflects

the other, or both are consequences of something else, still
the unity of the pattern is clearly apparent.

A review of

the traditionally male-dominant marriage role vJould seem to
preclude a positive relationship between dominance and social
participation for males.

A dominant male could be seen as

more related to traditional marriage roles than to equalitarian

i

i

.---~-

-----

-------~

i:

ones, while the traditional female role equates more
with subservient rather than dominant charac-

logical]~
teri~tics~

In fact, no significant relationship at all,

either positive or negative, can be shown in the male group
for the subjects ·or this study.

One possible explanation of

this fact could be that the male position is less clearly
defined at this stage in
of flux.

o~r

society and is still in a state

To hold to the current masculine image it is still

necessary to regard oneself as more or less dominant, and
yet the modern social pressures and customs predispose the
male to view as desirable at least a certain

11

togethernesstt

of social participati6n of husband and wife, and at least a
minimum of participe.t :i.on on the part of his wife in community··
·centered rather than home-center•ed activities.

It is also

true that the subjects of this study have all had at least
one year or college, and therefore would presumably have a
more equalitarian view of social participation even though
they are of a dominant masculine nature.
It might also be theorized that the positive correlatlon
in both status groups between dominance and social
participation could be related to this factor of higher than
average

~ducation.

1he lower status students, while assuming

at this point the status of their parents, might in some
cases be involved in an up\-Jard social mobility as evidenced
by their attendance at college.

It is

possible~

therefore,

H --
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that their attitudes in some instances might reflect middle
class rather than lower class standardso
Self-accept~

:i.s the second psycho1ogical factor

which has a significant positive correlation with the area of
~ia]: p_~_1_t_g_ip_at.1.2Q

study.

:l.n the tota1 samp1e for the present

The correlation for the gtoup is above the .01 level,

and reflects several other significant correlations.

In

both the· female and the male groups, 'Iiables II end III, the
positive correlation between these two factors is at the
level.

.05

In the lower status group, the correlation rises to

the .01 level, and it is only in the upper status group that
no significant correlation is to be foundo
P. positive correlation bet\veen

and

self-acglli~l~

~.9C.1:ll1 12__!3-r~_ici_p_ati,QQ

means that the more equalitarian s.n

individual's orientation towards social participation, the
· h:i.ghei' his degree of

self~·acceptance,

or tb.e.t the greater

an individual's self-acrieptance, the more likely he is to
have equalitarian views towards social participation.

A

third possibility is that both scores are being affected by
an influence outside the scope of the present study.
In analyzing this finding, it might perhaps be
most interesting to inquire why, of all the groups represented,
only that of the upper status subjects failed to show a
slgnificant positive correlation.

Obviously the relationship

is not sex-related, since the male and female g!'oups showed
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the same type and extent of correlation.

Since the lower

status group showed the highest correlation of all, the
finding appears to be linked to statusa
~~

It is possible that here again the

~iddle

class

i

standards which prevail in our society show their effects.
In order to accept a pattern of equalitarian social
·--·----

--·--·-------~-~------·

participation for himself w1d his spouse, it would appear
that a lower status individual must have a firm sense of
self-acceptance.
his

sub~cu.lture,

He is running counter to the standards of
which more closely follow,traditionalthan

equalitarian patterns of social participation for husband
and wlfe.

The upper status individual, on the contrary,

apparently does not feel .personalJ.y threatened by
equalitarian social participation -- he can preserve his
self-image with, or without, a traditional pattern in this
area.
The third psychol6gical factor which is significantly
correlated ~,o1ith s'oe~~l ri_?.:_rti~iJ2~tio!l for the total sample of
this study is flexib:Lli t_x.

The pattern for this correlation

is almost ide.ntic.a.l to the previous one.

For the total

study sample, there is a positive correlation between
,gartici}2atiol2. s.nd

.fle~ibilJ~..Y~

~~ia~

at the .01 level; for both

male and female groups, a positive correlation at the_

.OS

level; for the lower status group, a positive correlation at
the .01 level, _and for the upper status group, no significant
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correlation.
The positive correlation means that the more
equalitarian an individual's orientation in the area of

I

social participation, the more flexible he is, or that the
more flexible individual has a more equalitarian point of
view towards social participation, or that some outside
~-~-

~~~~--~·-~~---.·~

influence is affecting both factors • . An interpretation of
the finding of the correlation between these two factors
. i-lhi'ch would appear theoretically plausible is the same
interpretation given for the previous

set~of

factors.

The

correlation appears to be linked to status rather than to
sex, and would seem to be an additional reflection of the
operation of middle class, as opposed to lower class
standards.

More flexibility is required of the lower status

individual to espouse equalitarian views of social participation than is required for upper status subjects, regardless
of the sex of the individuals.
The sixth sub-scale of the MRE is that on

~ducQ~iOQo

The responses of the total study sample on education are
positively correlated at above the .01 level with the total
MRE scores.

There are no significant correlations with any

of the factors studied for the total study sample.
table which

sho~...JS

The only

any significant correlation in this area is

that for the lower status group, Table IV.
positive correlation at the

.05

Here there is a

level b~tween education and

---

flexibility.

This finding will be discussed in part V,

"Significance of Study with Regard to Lower Social Status
Group.n
'J.lhe

seventh and last

correlation vJi th the total

sub~·scale

MRE

of the MRE :l.s that of

score, although there is a

positive correlation at the .O;) level between employment and
support and the total MRE scale for the total study sample.
Since all the other sub-scales were positively correlated
with the total MRE scale at above the .01 level, however,
the lower correlation of this sub-scale appears to be a
significant finding.
This lo1·1er correlatlon for the total stu.dy sample :i.s
~eflected

in the other groups studied.

In the female group

there i.s no significant correlation bet"tveen employment and
support

and

the total

MRE

score.

a pos:l.tive correlation at the

.05

In the male group there

:i.s

level; in the lower social

status group there is no significant correlation, and in the
upper status group there is a positive correlation at the

.05

level ..
The positive correlation "'tJhich sho\vs up in the total

sample means that the more equalitarian an individ!J.al 1 s
total marriage role expectations, the more equalitarian his
viev-1s t-1111 tend to be in the area of employment and

sLlpport~

or vice versa, or that some outside influence is affecting
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both score's.

The importance of this finding, of course, is

not in the positive relationship, which is found to some
degree in the femaie and upper status groups, but in the lack
of any significant correlation between the two factors in
the male .group and in the lov1er status group.
One possible interpretation of this finding could be
that there is a reluctance on the part of individuals to
give up their traditional notions to1t1ards employment and
support j:n spite .of an othervJise eqLtalitarian outlook.

'l1he

husband as breadwinner is a firmly-established concept in
our society -- even thoLtgh the percent age of wives employed
outsi.de the home has been
new

generation~

incre~sing

more rapidly w:i. th each

For generally equalitarian-oriented females,

an equalitarian outlook to111ards support and employment would
be more easily acceptable than for males since females could
be gaining masculine, hence higher status, attributes.

A

male, on the other hand, in relinquishing sole responsibility
for support, is giving up a not inconsiderable source of his
traditional status and must compensate for this in other
ways.
It is possible that the status-linked difference in
this cor•relation might be ascribed to the greater familiarity
of the lo"rrer group with the working wife as a fait accom_P.li.
This group may have already accepted the necessity for the
vlife 's contribution to family support, and thus have divorced
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the fact from either a traditional or Bn equalitarian

i,,

orientation.
~he

remaining categories in Table I are not, strictly ·

speakinc, germane to the present study, since they show the
relationships between the other factors chosen rather than
the relationships bet\..Jeen these factors and the
- - - - - --

sub-scales.

--------------~~-

-

~---

---

NHE

~~--

or its
-···-··-~·--~----

However, it is interesting to note that for the

total study sample there is a strong negative correlation at
the • 01 level betlveen

~9..£ial ~ta~£~

and

.§..elf--~.£QQ:Q,!JS..qQ§.•

This finding means that the lower the degree of selfacceptance, or that some other influence is affecting both
scores.

The correlation is linked neither to sex nor to the

division of status groups in the study, but is sj:gnificant
only when the total sample is regarded.
It could be theorized that this finding, which would
appear to run counter to the generally-accepted relationship
in our society, is related to the nature of the study sample.
Thus, the lower sta.tus subjects, while still retaining the
status of their parents, could see themselves as upward
mobile, as has been previously suggested.

They are presumably

on a higher educational level than their parents, and could
have a greater degree of self-acceptance than older people in
the same status ranking

-~

the latter having perhaps accepted

their own positions as permanento

·-··

--

_,

__
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Some of the upper status students, on the other hand,
by virtue of attending a junior college rather than a
university, could conceivably have a lcnver degree of selfacceptance than adults in their status group would be likely
to have, since the junior colleg~ has a generally lower
stat us V8.lue.
The next category on Table I is that of
tvhich shows a high positive correlation vJit.h

dominan~,

self-.££_<;:~~·

These two factors are positively correlated at the .01 level
not only for the total sample, but also for
upper and lower status grbups.

males~

females,

This finding means that

individuals who are high in dominance also have a high degree
of self-acceptance, or that those who have a great sense of
self-acceptan6e tend to be dominant, or that some other factor
leads individuals to score high on both of these scales,
Even though these factors as so consistently hi.ghly
correlated with each other, however, they show different
correlations i-1i th the other factors selected for this study,
and thus they are properly regarded as separate entities,
and not as man:t.fes tat :tons of the s e!rle tr•ai t.
In surmnarizing the significant f:i.ndings for the total
study sample as shown in Table I, it should.be reiterated
that for this group there is a significant positive
correlation betHeen the total score on the I"lCiE and ell subSC!:{les of the MHE.

Even though this correlation is

!-

TABLE II
COR.RELATIONS FOR FEI'<IALE GROUP
I

,·

Variables

Social
Status

Self
Acceptance

Dominance

Socialization

.Authority
Homemaking
Child care
Personal
Character.
Social
Particip.
Education
Employment
& Support
Social
Status
Dominance
Self
Acceptance
Socializ.
Flexibil.

'l'otal

biJ.ity

:V.LRE Score

I

'l'otal
HRE Score

Fl~xi-

I

-.0378
.1711

.3095
-!:· .3526

.2705
.1780

-.0842
-.1299

.• 26:84
.1C:52

... 1259
-.0766

.0813
.0468

.0432
.1594

·-.1866
.1989

.1001
I
.2CI29

-.0765

.2450

-::-.357 5

.0769

.2ll21

. ·.0814
-.0629

-lH:- .4680

.1400

I

I

-lH~. 7546

-l:--::-. 6508
-lH~ • 7ll.t.9

-lH:·. 7888

I
I

.2101

-1:·.3966
.1987

.0406
-.0571

-l:·.37:89
.ltS6

.0946

-.0646

-1:--.3585

- .oc~95

-.3217

-.1320
.1190

-lh'<-.
-lH:-.

7914
7904

!

-.2168

.

Group -- Females
df (N-2) 32

-:H:- .6822

.2)08

*·05

Level

-lH:-.ol Level

I
I

.2526

-.OJ,.73·
.2782
II

.26)96
.06!39

.3400
.4400
0'
-.J
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apmittedly affected by the fact that each sub-scale score
contributes to the whole

MH~

score, the correlation is high

enough to point to the existence of a significantly conSistent role concept.

The two factors studied which had the

greatest number of significant correlations with the ]ITJtE

~.I2l§.lJ:.~

being by far the most significant ···· showing

correlations with five othel' categories.

Studying the MRE

sub··scale scores_, it can be seen that the scale on
~£tic!.1?.a tJ;.9_!l

socJ._?J.~

has the highest nmnber of correlations with the

other factors, having stgnificant positive.correlations at
above the .01 level with
£1..~EibJ1itY..•

domin~!:_l:Q~, ~eJJ:_-ag£~2.-t~n~,

and

The only factor studied Hhich had fol' the

total sample no significant correla.tton with any other
factor was that of
I I..

socia~ ~at~·

FINDINGS CONCERNING r.I.'HE F'EHALE GROUP

The correlations achieved by the female group in this
study are shown in Table II.

Most of the significant findings

have already been discussed in part I, "Significance of the
Study Hi th Re.gard to the Total Study Sample • 11

HovJever, there

are two significant findings Hhich appear in Table II and not
in 'l'able

I~

The first of these is a positive correlation at the

,.
I
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for the females in this study, the higher the score on the
CPI scale of dominance, the more likely is an equalitarian
viel,l of

~utr!ori_~

in marriage, or that the more equalitarian

the view of authority, the more likely the female is to be
dominant, or that an outside factor is influencing both
scoreso
'l'his finding is significant only for the female group
in this study, and requires little interpretation.

It would

be strange in our society to find a dominant female who
would not favor an equalitarian view of authority in marriage
rather ths.n a traditional one.

There have .been many er•as in

history when women have been able to exercise some authority
within traditional roles, for example the Roman matrons, or
the Chinese matriarchs.

A completely equs.li tarian view of

this area of marriage, however, possible today as never before,
distributes opportunities for authority more evenly between
the sexes, making authority a function of capability rather
than of sex, and is a boon indeed to the dominant female,
The other significant correlat_ion v1hich appears in
Table II but not in Table I is a negative correlation at
the .0) level between emolq_~~llt and supp~r~ and socia~i
zatiog.

This correlation is also uni.que to the female

group -- it does not appear on any of the other tables.

This

finding means that for the females of this study, the higher
the~

score on socialization, the more traditional are their

----------------

--------
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views toward employment and support, or that the more
equalitarian their vi eHs towards e.mployment and eupport 1 the
lower the score on socializationJ or that some outside
factor is affecting the scores which they are making in these
categorieso
One

interpretatio~

of this finding is that it reflects

the, generally loHer correlation between vieHS on sup port and
employment

an~

the total marriage role orientation.

For

the female·group there is no signj.ficant correlation between
employment and support and the total N.RE score.

l'ossib1e

rea.sons for th:ls have been discussed in connection H:l.th the
scores on these factors for the total group.

As to the

sex-related nature of the correlation, it is possible that
the more socialized female still subscribes to the image of
the male breadv.Jin..Der in spite of her chang:tng ·vietvs in other
areas.

Socialization implies conformity to prevailing social

standard£ and it could be that such conformity would preclude
an equalitarian point of view in this area.

On the other

hand, it is quite possible to theorize that a female nonconforMist, zearing low on socialization, would favor
equall tarlan vielJS on su_!)port
self-expression and

~eneral

~:md

employment as a means of

emancipation.

In st.umning up the s igni.ficant correlations for females J
it is .apparent that the most striking aspect of this table is
its similarity to the findings for the group as a whole
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rather than the small number of differences which appear.
The same major generalizations

~1hich

were made for the total

sample can be made for the female group -- namely, the high
correlation of· the sub·uscores to the total score of the 1-!.RE,
and the existence of more significant correlations in the

any'othe~s

studiedo
III.

FINDINGS CONCERNING

~~HE

MALE GROUP

Table III lists the significant findings of the
present study for the male group.

'l1he sub"':'scales of the I'-'IRE

are positively correlated with the total score at the .01
level with the exception of the sub-scale on support arid
. employment loJhich is positively correlated at the

.05

levelo

The other significant correlations on Table III

hav~

all been discussed in the analysis of Table I with two
exceptions.
the

.05

The first of these is a negative.correlation at

level between chi·ld care and .§_ocial status..

Th:i.s

means that for the males in this study, the higher the
social status the more traditional the orientations were·
towards child care, or that the more equalitarian the
orientation towards child care, the lower the social status,
or that some other factor is affecting both scores.

This

correlation is found only in the male group, and does not.
appear in any other tableo

I
I

TABLE III
CORRELATIONS FOR

~·1ALE

GROUP

I
, I
I.I

Variables

Social
Status

Dominance

Self
Acceptance

Socia1ization

Fl;exibiili ty

Total
!Jf..RE Score

J.

'rotal
:tvlR:S Score

-.2270
-.0318

Authority
Homemaking
-.1303
-::--.37 81
Child care
Personal
Character.
-.0651
Social
.Particip.
-.0978
Education
-.0469
Employment
-lH:·- .,S689
& Support
Social
Status
Dominance
Self
Acceptance.
Soclaliz.
Flexibil.

.1561
.0426

-::-.4199
.2689

-·3384
-.1730

I

.2'1702
.3.B58

.2012
.3207

-l:--.3892
-. 2354-

-.01131

.1764.

-::-.4427

.2176

.01386

.2777
.0652

-1:·.3730
.273.5

-.2439
-.2219

-l:-.31733
.2.479

-.0121

.2352

- .. 0759

.21189

.0297
.1582

-lH:-. 7596

I

.11+42
I

I

I

-lH:-.

7442

-:H:-. 7286

-::--:::- • 8 0 0 5
-l:-:~. 8053
-::--~-.

629 0

-l:-.3810

I
I

-.0792

-.2604
-/H:-.6349

.1936
.0838

-.li342
I
-.2r073

.0099

-.11711
-.21144
I

I

I

Group -- Males
df (N -2) 26

*.OS

-lH~.Ol

Level .3700
Level .4700
--J
1\)
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This is a seemingly paradoxical finding which runs
counter to- the accepted trend of more equalitarian role
~~

orientat;Lon for the upper status group (which represents

j--

primarily the middle-middle to upper-middle class) and more
traditional views for the lower group.

This finding is

supported by the other significant correlation which is
·-···-------

-~-·--·--·--- ----~--

--~-----

uni4ue to Table III -- a negative correlation at the .01
level between employment and support and social status.

This

latter correlation means that for the males in the present
study, the lower the social status, the more equalitarian the
views towards employment and support, or the more traditional
are the

vi.e-v~s

on employment and support the higher the status

-- or, there is an outside factor influencing both scores.
One interpretation of these findings could be that
they both reflect a·realistic view of the male subjects
to\·Jards the fact that in today 1 s society it is in fact in
lower status groups that more wives are gainfully employed
and contribute to the support of the family even though this
runs counter to the traditional picture of the husband as
bread\.Jinner.

f.s a consequence of the employment of the wife,

equalitarian views towards child care could conceivably be
viewed in the same realistic rather than institutional way.
This interpretation) however, does not explain the difference
between the male and female views on these subjects -- no
significant correlations, whether positive or negatlve, a.re

-
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shown in these ·areas in the female group.
further study to say lrd.th any assurt:mce

It would require

~~hether

this sex.-

related difference has any real importance or is merely a
consequence of the nature of the male or female. group in
this particular study ·sa."11p1e.
· I-V-.-F'-J-l'J-DJ.-NGS-C-O.N~CER.N-I.NG--'l'IiE-.. LOJ;.JB;R_S.O. CJ:A L_S 'l'J';.'l'US __GHDI.LP______ ··---· .. _ _ _

This group, Table IV, showed some striking
similarities to the groups previously discussed, and at
least one striking difference.

Similar were the high

correlations of the sub-scale scores with the MRE total score
w1.tb the e::eept;io!!. of the scale on s_L1J?Q_q.ri
Also the

categor~r

of

~lf-!i2.ce..ptoD~

cant correlations with other

f~ctcrs

~pd e:~rlcy_m§B!.•

shOi·JS several s:lgnif:i.-

as it ·ctoes in the total

sample group, the male group, and the female group.
The difference between the findings on the lower
status gr·oup and those of the other groups is in the
s igntfican ce of the tra:i t of flexibility J 1-:hich ls far more
importg~t

here than for any of the rest.

In the lower

sta.tu:s group there are significant posi tlve ccrrelB.tions
bet~.;een

flexibilJJ~;z:,

flexibility
--.

------~--""-

and the total NRE; score, a:-1d betHe.3n

_____

and social oarticination, both of which also
..;..:.._

appear in Table l and \,lhich \,Jere discus sed in the analysis
of the correlations for the total sample.

In addition,

however, two other positive correlations appear which are

TABLE IV

CORRbLATIONS FOR

Variables

Social
Status

Dominance

LO~BR

SOCIAL

Self
Acceptance

GROUP

STA~US

Fl~!xi

Socialization

bi~.ity .
I

Total
MRE Score

I

'I'otal
t1lli.E. Score
Authority
Homemaking
Child care
}ersonal
Character.
Social
Particip.
Education
Employment
& Support
Social
Status
Dominance
Self
J\cceptance
Socializ.
Flexibilo

I

.0613
.3795

.3037
.3758

.3264
.1554

.2749
.2076

-lH} •

6~~70

.4_;:68

*-l:-. 7107

i

.2~75

.0206
.0062

-.2319
.0398

-.3179
.2881

.1076
.4549

.3198

-.0107

.3446

-::-.5350

·3532

~:. .;.~. 6~~60

.2192
-.1713

-::-.5217
.2187

-r.-~- .6253

~~~i-. 6~;31

.2906

.1559
.1189

-.2867

.1542

-.1415

-.1174

.Oh76

.l77L~

-.0~L37

~.2147

.2574

.3509

.

I

i
I

-l:-.5E.I33

-::-.4895
.... 7"61
0

;n,- •

-l:--::-. 9055

-:!-·::-. 8o9 4
-lH!-. 7008

!

.2206

-!:--::-. 7676

.2938

I

.3~13

.4L:34

Group -- Lower Social Status
df (N-2)
15

*·05

~H:-

-.lt70

Level

.01 Level

4821

6055

-.J

\.n,

:I

--:-·n:.-:-::-
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unique to 'l'able IV.

The first of these is a positive

correlation at the .01 level between E_ersonal _character:i.stics.
and flexibili.Sf..

This means .that the more equalitar•ian a

lower status individual's views are towards personal
characteristics, the more flexible he is, or that the less
flexible a lower status individual is, the more he is
- - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - · - · - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - --·---·

inclined to traditional views of personal characterietics, or
that some outside influence is affecting both scores.
Since an individual of lower social status would in
general have to overcome a greater background of traditional
orientation, and since views on personal characteristics
have been shown to be one of the most strongly emergent
COlllponents of the new equalitarian marriage role concept, it
becomes apparent that flexibility would be of great
importance, if not almost mandatory, for the individual to
ach1eve an equalitarian orientation in thi·s area.
The final significant correlation in Table IV is a
positive correlation at the
f.~.:.ez:L£~-~.t!~.X.•

.05

level between education and

This means that for the lower status subjects

of the present study, the more equalitarian an individual's
views on education, the more flexible he is or vice versa,
or that other factors are influencing both scores.
finding is similar to the previous correlation.

This

Indeed it

might be argued that the fact most worthy of note in this
analysis is not the high positive correlation between
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flex~bility

and several other factors for the lower status

group, but the absence of significant correlation between
flexibiliti[ and some factors such as authorit;y_, homemaking,
child _2£.,£, and

~loyme!li

and

~rt..

It is possible that the discrepancy is caused by the
extremely small size of this group, or that the exigencies
of economic existence have led to a blurring of the strong
traditional role separation in the areas last mentioned.
This latter possibility would support the finding mentioned
for the male group where, as has bien reported, there exists
a negative correlation betv-1een child care and _soci§.l
and bet\'Jeen
V.

~loym~nt

and

~.l2.P~

~~

and socj.al statu§..

J.,INDINGS CONCERNING THE U.PPER SOCIAL S1'A'I'US GROUP

'!'he significant correlations for this group are sho\lm
in Table V.

Here again, the sub-scales have a significant

positive cor•relation with the total HRE score, and as t--Jith
other groups, the category of self-acce12tance shows important
correlations with other factors.

Unlike the findings on all

other tables, however, Table V shows no significant correlation for the factor of flexibility with any of the other
categories studied.

A hypothesis could be proposed that

flexibility is not so necessary to the attainment of an·
equalitarian orientation for an upper status individual as
it would be for one of lower status because his background

TABLE V
CORflhLA'l'IONS FOR UPPER SOCIAL S'l'A'l'US GROUP
I

Variables
Total
MHE Score
Authority
Homemaking
Child care
fersona1
Character.
Social
Particip.
Education
Employment
.& Support
Social
2·tatus
Dominance
Self
Acceptance
Socializ.
Flexibil.

Social
Status

Dominance

Socialization

Self
Acceptance

.2163
• 1861

.2802
.2816

-:~-.

.0838
-.1981

.067.5
.143.5

.1Lf20
.110.5

->H:--.hlO~

Total
MRE Score

.o6191
.16102

-lH:-. 7800

I

-,-

3172

-.068.5
-.0262

-

.

FleixibiJ.h ty

.2.~49 .

. -. o.S;41
.0633

-.1110

-:l-::- • 7 55 7

-:~-;:-.

7016

I

-.04.5.5

.1.599

-l~.3152

-.1783

-.1:1!?5
I'

-!H<-. 7483

-.0235
-.0375

-l~. 306.5

.1103

.2368
.2014

-.1706
-.2163

.19:93
o0072
!

-:H:-. 7935
0
-'~-"'" ,, • 7-l . u 0

-.2374

.0739

.1012

-.1311

.Oj32

r::i

-l~. 34.54

i

-.1267

.1389
.0876

. - .1.5.54
5843

-:~-:~.

.01.}34
-.0445
!
,-1 8
.060

.0198

-.0~>69
I

*.05

Group -- Upper Social Status
df (N-2)
43

Level

-!H:-.01 Level

.3000
.3900
-.J

co

-·-

I.

.1,-.-

~.n::---

-
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would in general be more in tune with emerging social
concepts.
All of the significant correlations t'l)hich appear• in

Table V have been previously discussed with the exception of
the correlation bet1--Jeen §..QSi.§:Jj_zatig_1}, and the total HRE
score.

Here there appears a negative correlation at the

level which is unique to this table.

.05

This finding mea~s

that for upper status individuals in this study, the more
highly socialized they are, the more traditlonal their
~arriage

role expectations would

b~;

or the less socialized

the individual, the more equalitarian his expectations, or
that some outside factor is affecting both scores.
One possible explanation for this finding is that the
emergent equalitarian marrie.ge role is more accepted in this
group o:r young people than in the culture to which they are
supposedly socialized.

To the extent, therefore, that these

subjects take an equalitarian vie\v of areas in marriage
which have not yet been completely divorced in the larger
soc1ety.fr6m traditional concepts, they would be running
counter to the standards of socialization, and would score
lower than more conforming individuals.

Sources of emergent

soc:5.al patterns are foLmd frequently in the traditional
dissatisfaction of young people with the status quo, and
perhaps we have here an indication of such.a trend.
Socialization inevitably reflects to a greater or lesser
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degree .the influence of traditional patterns of thought.
The question of whether a lesser degree of socialization
leads to equalitarian views of marriage roles or whether
equalitarian role expectations lead to a less socialized
attitude or whether a non-conformist orientation in a middle
class individual produces both of these effects is beyond
the scope of this paper$ but the latter possibility is
regarded as the most likely.

CHAP'l'EH V
SUHHAHY, CONCLUSIONS, AND SUGG£S1'IONS FOH
FU.K'£Hl!.:H
L.

! - - - - - - - - _____

S~l'UDY

SUNMAHY

'l'he__pr_e_s_ent___s_t_u_dy_has __b_een _a,n_ ex:plo_r_a tJ on of. thEL ______ _

nature of the marriage role expectations of junior college
students.

The hypothesis tested was that marriage r•ole

dominance, self-acceptance, socialization, and flexibility.
The subjects of the study were the single students in
tHo classes of

!1_g_£r:!:_?-_g~

.§fl_q

_!;h~ ~-~t~.Y..

College in Stockton, California.

at San Joaquin Delta

In order to obtain their

expectations towards marriage roles in a testable form, the

Inventory_, which measures the subjects' expectations for the
self and for the spouse along a seventy-one point scale from
traditional to equalitarian.

In addition to the total score

for the· :Ha.!:!:i~~ RQ..l~ E~cta1_i9n .!n:£~~q_a, (title
abbreviated in the study to :VLR.S), scores were obtained for
each subject on the sub-scales of the MRE regarding
autho:.d ty, homemaking, child care, personal char act eris tics,
social par-ticipation, education, Bnd employment and suppor·t.
These scores also ranged from low -- traditional, to high -equalitarian.
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Scores on dominance, self-acceptance, socialization,
and flexibility were obtained for each subject from the Gough

one to seven was assigned to each based on his father's
occupation, in accordance with irfarner 1 s
Ra);in_g

Os:_~~yiC?,!l•

~evise£ s.c.B:_~

:(q:r;:,

Using Pearson product-moment correlations,

-ll--------------------

relationships between the factors studied were established
for the total sample, for the female group, for the male
group, for an upper status group which consisted of the first
four rankings on the 'ltJarner scale 1 and for a lovwr status
group composed of the last three rankings on the Warner
scale.
There \-Jere no scores on the MHE which could be defined
as traditional according to the Dunn classification of·a
score of eighteen or below, and only ten percent of the
subjects rru1ked as moderately traditional with scores from

19-35.

Fifty percent of the subjects had scores ranglng

from 36-53, and thus would be classified by Dunn as moderately
equalit~rian,

and the remaining forty percent ranked from

Sit--65 and could be called equalitarian.

In the present

study, the subjects' scores were regarded as an

equalitarian~

oriented continuum since there were no very low scores, no ·
scores above 6), no really significant breaks in the pattern
of scores and the scores of males and females followed
similar lines, Figures 1, 2, and 3.
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Correlations obtained from the study were tabulated
in order to facilitate analysis of statistically significant
relationships.

For :the total study sample, '11 able I, the

hypothesis v1as sustained that marria.ge role expectations are
independent of sex, social status, dominance, and socialization, since no signifj.cant correlations were obtained
between the total MRE scores and these factors.

The null

hypothesis was not proved wl.th regard to the traits of
self-acceptance Emd flexibility, since positive correlations
significant at the

.OS

level were obtained between the MRE

score and these factors.

These correlations signified that

the more equalitarian e.n indi viduHl 1 s marriage role
expectations, the greater his self-acceptance and flexibility,
or alternatively, that individuals with a high degree of
self-acceptance and flexibility tend to have more equ.alitar:l..en
marpiage role expectations, or that factors not considered
in the present study affect scores on flexibility, selfacceptance, and marriage role expectations.
~or

the total study

sainple~

all of the sub-scales of

the MRE had a significant positive correlation with the total
score.

'I'he sub-scale on support and empl8yment was less

highly correlated than the rest, but was still

signif~cant.·

The most meaningful trait studied was that of self-acceptance,
which had e significant positive correlation with five
other factors.

1he only factor included which showed
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no statistically significant relationships with any of the
others for the total sample was that of

~ia.l ~tatus.

'l'he tabulation of relationships for the female group
brought out similar findings to that of the total sample,
Table II.

However there were no statistically significant

correlations between the total MRE scores for females and
the other factors studied.

Dominance was. more impor·tarit in

the female group than in the group as a whole, as this trait
equalled self-acce.Etan9e. in having two statistically
significant positive correlations with other factors.
In the male gr·oup, as in the total sample, there was
a significant positive correlation between .§_e lf.-§£_ceP.tS:_nce
and the total MRE score, Table III.

Self-accentance. hs.d
·-·

again more significant relationships with other factors than
any other one category.

The unique finding for the male

group, in contrast to the importance of

flexibil~

in the

total sample and of dominance in the female group, v.Jas the
·negative eor'relation between soc];..al
sub-s c~les of chi1.g

.£.~.r~

.§_tat~~

and of employment:

and the MHE
.§;~g

~upport.

These correlations signified that for the males in this
study, the higher their social status, the more traditional
their views on child care and employment and support, or
that equalitarian views on child care and employment
accompanied lo,..J social status, or that some f&ctor outside
the present study was affecting the male scores on these
'
i_

factors.
The lower social status group, Table IV, contained
the smallest number of lndividuals in the study.

Here

flexibJlity wns first in order of impor•tance, having a
positive correlation with

tb~

total MRE score, and

st~tis-

tically significant positive correlations with three of the
MRE sub-scales.

Sel~-§:.ccept~-nc~. ~vas

also important to this

significant findings"
The upper social status group, Table V, showed fewer
l~elationships

i.n the category of

eny other group.

E_el£.--~~?e.e.ts.~

than did

In fact there 1-vaB a smaller number of

stat is ti cally s ig,."lifi cant correlations for this group than
for any other.

A finding unique to this group was the

significant negative correlation between
the total MHE score, and also between
,b._Q!_!Wmaking.

soclp)iza_:t~ol}.

soc~aliz~ti.9~I2

and

and

'l'hese rela ti onsh:i.ps implied that for the upper

social status group in the present study, the more
sociali?ed the individual, the more

t~aditional

his view of

marriage role expectations and of homemaking activities, or
that those who had equalitarian views of marriage role
expectations and homemaking activities were less socialized,
or that some influence outside the scope of the present
study

~Jas

affecting the scores of this group in the

aforementioned categories.
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II.

CONCLUSIONS

Bef'or:-e drawint; a.ny conc:Lus ions from the data whl ch
has been presented, the limitatibns of the present study
should be outlined.

First, this was not a sample of the

general population.

The study

san~le

consisted of all

th~

a California junior college.
Junior college students are not typical of the total
population of the United States, or of California, nor are
they typical of the total student population of thBse areas.
'rhey vary in many respects from both· the secondary school
popule.tion and from students ln four year· colleges and
universities.

For example, they are older than high school

students, so presumably more mature in generaJ., and they are
a more select group, since juni.ol' college attende.nce, tmlike

.

high school attendance, is not mandatory.· 'l'hough of the
same age in general as students in the first two years of a
college or university, junior college students differ in
many important respects, such as ultimate life goals, numbers
engaged in part-ti.me study, et cetera.
The subjects of this study can be said to be
representative of the general junior college population
insofar as they correspond in age, sex, and year in
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college.

1

It has not been determined whether they are

representative of the junior college population in other
respects -- for example, I

.Q..,

educational goals, or

innumerable other variables.
An additional limitation of the present study is the
small number of subjects involved.

An

attempt has been ma.de

to compensate for the deficiency in numbers by using a more
sophisticated technique by which to interpret the data
obtained.

A further limitation is the nature of the distri-

bution of scores on the MRE.

No subjects in the present

study had scores regarded as traditional by the Dunn
standards.
Any study, of

coUl~se,

is ltmi ted by the capabilities

of the instruments used to really measure \1hat the study
wishes to determine.

The qualjfications of the instruments

used in the present study are listed in Chapter III.

Only

additional research can show whether these are adequa.te
tools.

However, the evidence to date on both validity and

reliability of both instruments would seem to justify their
use in research of the type of the present study.
ltlith the above limitations in mind, the following
tentative conclusions might be drawn from the data obtained
on _bct_iy~ ;£g£Qllment in yr·acl~q
C~Q!:'_~-~E- a~ of Spring 1966 Bureau of Education Research Form
Nu:mber R-30A (Rev. l-6b'"}County 39 District SS0-7000c
1

Juni_Q}:~ CC?.l.J~~-g~ _3~_<?rt

;
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in the present study.
First, there exists an emergent concept of
equalitarian marriage role expectations which differs from
the traditional views of husband and wife as distinct
entities.

This conclusion has been supported by all of the

available studies in the field, and is verified for the
present study by the existence of many scores on the MRE
which reflect equalitarian views, by few which reflect a
moderately traditional orientatlori, and by none showing
strictly traditional views.

Support for this conclusion is

also obtained ln this study by the consistence of the
correlations between the sub-scales of the MRE and the total
score, thus contributing to the evidence of the existence of
an identifiable concept on marriage roles rather than a
ser'ies of unrelated ideas concerning the subject.
The second conclusion which might be drawn from the
data presented in this study is that views on
~f?lo:r~ent,

s,uppo:r:~

and

Hhile becoming more equalitarian, are not as

completely freed from traditional role concepts as are those
of the other areas investigated.

This conclusion is supported

significant positlve correlation with the total MRE score,
the degree of correlation
sub-scale.

~Jas

much lower than for any other

The lower correlation appeared not only in the

findings for the total study sample, but also in each of the

•
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other groups studied -- male, female, upper and lower social
status groups.
Third, the data from this study support the conclusion
that the equalj.tarian concept of marriage roles is more
strongly emergent in the junior• college population than in
the population at large.

This trend is exemplified by the

negative r•elationsh:l.ps betvwen
views.

socis.lizat~

and equalltarian

Although this trend was not completely consistent

with regard to all areas investigated, there was some evidence
of it in each of the groups studied
study sa.mple.

8.$

well as in the total

It tvas most strongly evidenced in the upper

status group of' this study, which conslsted largely of
middle-middle to upper-middle class students.
The fourth conclusion supported by ·this study is that
there is no significant difference bet\,leen the general role
orientations of males and females.
few sex-related differences, the
pointed to
fema,le~,

e~tremely

Although there were a

preponder~nce

of the data

similar orientations by male8 and

e.s ev:l.denced by their t ots.l responses to the

and to the sub-scales of the NRE.

Do~ninaQ.£_~

NRE

a:pper..red to be

more significant to the female relationships with equal!-

was more related to equalitarianism in males than in females.
Se]-f-ac~9_~

was important to femaleEJ also, however, as

shown by statisti0ally Eignificant positive correlations in
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the female group beb-Jeen

I3elf-acce_.P.ta~

and some other

factors .• In pursuing this latter line of thought, the fifth
conclusion which might be drawn from the present study is that
the traits of self-acceptance and flexibility are more
related to equalitarian role concepts - -than
are any of
the ------ -- -- -- ---

- - - - - ' - - · · · - - - - - - - - - - -.,.--

------------------~----··---

other factors chosen.

--··---·

~~-

··------- .... --··

---·-

~

--~·

-·-

Flexibility could perhaps be regarded

as a pre-requisite for any individual who is espousing an
emergent rather than a traditional concept of any sort.
positive correlation bet\veen

f~~xibilit;z:

role concepts has verified this with
of thls study.

and equalitarian

re~ard

to the subjects

Even mor·e slgniflcant, ho1r1ever, '1as the

relationship shovm bebJeen
role concepts.

The

.§.C?l:t:-~£££.21§ll.S~

and equalitarian

Apparently, it could be theorized that a

sense of personal worth contributes to the adoption of an
equalitarian role ori.entation 1t1ith its emphad.s on indlvidual,
rather than sex-related a ttrj_butes, and its abandonment of
traditional supports to superior male status.

The less

secure individual, on the other hand, could be seen as
clinging to tradition as defining a more identifiable role,
whether it be the prestigious head of the household or the
subservient homemaker wife.

As might have been predicted,

however, this tendency is accentuated in the male group -- a
well-defined hiBh status role is still more to be desired,
it \•JOUld seem, even by an individual Hi th lov1

self-acceptancE~,

----

-·

--

--- .. 1
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than is a well-defined role of lower status.
In smnmarizing the conclusions to be drawn from tho
present study, it can be emphaslzed that psychological
factors, in this case se!f-acceptance and flexib1.11rr, vJOuld
seem to be more related to concepts of marital roles than
factors either of sex or of social status.

Theorles as to

the derivation of the psychological factors themselves would
comprise a ne\..J aspect for study of the problem of marriage
role expectations and as such are beyond the scope of thls
thesis.
III.

SUGGES'l'IONS l',OH FURTHH;R

S~'UDY

As :i.s perhaps the ce.se with any small study, the data
here reported tend to raise more questions than they answer.
Some of these questions have been referred to in Chapter IV.
Others are related to the nature of the study itself.
these same findings have been obtained if this study

Would
h~d

been made in a rural area? -- In another state? -- With a more
diverse· s ocia.l class representation? -- \'l'i th e. larger number
of students?
The latter questions could only be B..11S1tJered by
duplicat:i.ng the study under different conditions -- that is,
the instruments would be the same, but the nature of the
study sample \'1ould be different.

For example, junior

college teacher's of co<1rses in 111arriage and the family :i.n
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several states could be asked to obtain the same data from
their students.

A

random sample could then be dra1vn from

this large group which 'wuld presumably be more repr·esentative of the junior college population as a whole.

Another

method would be to do comparative studies on such comparable
groups as university students, young people in the business
world and junior college students.
It is possible that more statistica.lly significa.nt
findings could be obtained with regard to social status if
the subjects could be assigned a more clearly defined status
position.

'l'his might be achieved by synthesizing many

variables, rather than using only one measure as was the case
in the present study.

In addition to using more refined

methods of obtaining status rankings, a future study could
benefit from the inclusion of a wider range of status
positions, specifically, more from both upper and lower
classes.
Another suggestion for studying marriage role
expectations would be to do a longitudinal study, following
the same subjects over a period of years.

In c01mection

with this study, more instruments mlght have to be evolved
in addition to the MRE in order to more adequately test
actual role performance in contrast to expected performance.
This type of study, of course, would be beyond the
capabilities of any one graduate student because of the time

.•
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and expense involved.

It could be conceived as a department

project in a university, or could be carried out by some of
the foundations engaged in marriage research or in general
sociological studies.
Another suggestion for study which could be carried
out by. one student, would be to select one factor which has
already been shown to be significant with regard to marriage
role expectations, such as the factor of self-acceptance in
the present study.

Research in depth could be done on the

relationship of the one factor to the emerging equalitarien
marriage role concept.
Cross-cultural studies of marriage role expectations
might also prove fruitful for further research.

Questions

to be asked in such studies might be whether equalitarian
role concepts are more related to affluent societies or
whether they are associated with a democratic political
orientation regardless of affluence, whether they are
accelerated at an equal rate with accelerating technology in
emerging na.tions, whether they are more consistently held in
Western rather than Eastern qultures, et cetera.
It can be seen from the above suggestions, which could
be added to almost indefinitely, that the field of marriage·
role research, like that of social research in general, has
infinite possibilities.

More work is needed not only to

verify current findings, but to achieve new ones.

Much has
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been accomplished, but much more remains to be done.

The

importance of applying·scientific methods of study to this

I~

area of life, which so intimately concerns almost every

i

,.

human being, cannot be underestimated.

The accomplishments

in the physical sciences, which have so far completeJ:y
out-stripped those in the social sciences, are proof of the

---- -- --·-- ---·-·------

--~-

--~-·---------

-.--

~-----

polver of. man to enrj_ch his environment.

When we know as

much about social processes as vJe do about material
·technology, and when we can apply what \ve know, our social
lives vJill be as n affluent" as our material lives have
becomeo

I

iI
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